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ABSTRACT

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FORCE DISTRIBUTION ON THE PLANTAR FOOT DURING QUIET STANCE

Alkan, Okan
Ph.D., Department of Engineering Sciences
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Senih Gürses
Co-Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Hakan I. Tarman
September 2015, 171 pages

In most of the posture studies, foot is considered as a single rigid body. However, recent works focused on multi-segmented kinematic foot models and ground reaction force distribution beneath the feet. This thesis presents a study on the role of the foot as a deformable body for controlling the human erect posture. A pressure-pad and a force platform were used in order to determine the distribution of ground reaction forces (GRF). Pressure distribution data beneath the feet of seven male and female right-handed subjects were analyzed. 180-second long quiet stance data was collected from the subjects during the eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions in three repetitions. Measurements from the data were computed in both time and frequency domains. The surface of the foot projected to the horizontal plane has been divided into three regions; heel region (talus and calcaneus bone included), medial longitudinal arc region (the navicular, the cuboid and three cuneiforms), and five metatarsal bones and phalanges region, respectively named as hind, mid, and front regions. In time domain, mean and the variance measurements were taken for the pressure distribution at each section of the both feet and cross correlation values of each possible combination of the three-foot regions. In frequency domain, auto and cross power spectral density estimations and coherence function between normal force distribution signals at each possible paired combination of the three-foot regions were computed. We have found that mutual interactions in between the predefined foot regions were different. Furthermore, we observed a particular load shifting behavior in time, especially between hind and
modified front foot regions, which showed substantial differences with respect to
gender and left versus right foot. A mathematical model for human erect posture has
been developed where a deformable foot is used in order to drive and control the
human inertial body mass. The parameters of the model were estimated by analyzing
the experimental data.

Keywords: Quiet Stance, Plantar pressure distribution, Ground reaction forces, Load
shifting mechanism, regions of the foot.
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Deneysel çalışmadan elde edilen bulgular, deforme olabilen ayak modeli kullanılarak dik postürü kontrol edebilecek şekilde matematiksel olarak modellenmiştir.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In efforts to search for the answers for the questions “How is human erect posture maintained and what are the factors that affect this control mechanism?”, we first investigated maintaining the posture by exploring posturography methods following force plates and contribution of pressure pads.

Review of the available literature showed that most of the previous studies considered the foot as a rigid body. Yet, this is not a correct definition. On the contrary, the foot represents the most complex bone structure of the human body, which incorporates energy storing and releasing agent with three arched structure and different types of numerous sensors beneath. These sensors, along with ligamentous curved structure and plantar aponeurosis may be sending many signals to the Central Nervous System (CNS). Accordingly, a simple deformable foot model using a truss structure is developed. In order to determine reaction forces at the heel and metatarsals, human experiments are performed. It is observed that, there is a dynamic behavior in ground reaction force transmissions, between front and hind region of the foot, due to pendulum effect (postural sway) of Center of Mass (COM) of the human body. This transfer of forces is named as the “Load Shifting Mechanism”. Time and frequency domain analysis of the obtained data revealed many interesting results related to load distribution among regions of the foot, between feet, and genders. Developing a deformable foot model enabled us to fine-tune the important posture control parameters of the system. We anticipate that this study will lead to the development of better strategies in similar and relevant models.

1.1 Posture Control

Maintaining the erect posture is such an easy and automated task for healthy human individuals that they are not even aware of what kind of processes are happening behind their CNS during the process. In reality, maintaining the erect posture is a complex and developmental process/task for humans, which requires
aligning body segments with respect to gravity vertically through multisensory integration of information received from different sources; such as vision, vestibular, proprioceptive and cutaneous receptors [1–4], which govern a cascade of muscular correctional movements [5]. This process is so complicated that it involves over 200 degrees of freedom powered by approximately 750 muscles [6]. A human being never stands perfectly straight, however, constant small muscular corrections take place to ensure that. Such corrections are possible only if the human have a good estimation of his/her position. Therefore, the information received from visual sensors of the eyes, vestibular sensors of the inner ears, proprioceptive sensors of the muscles, and somatosensory senses from skin receptors are constantly fed into the CNS for the determination of the correct position. Although it is well known how these systems contribute to postural control, only little of them have been understood so far on how sensory information from different senses is fused to form a unique and coherent estimate of the body’s position (or self-perception) [7].

Posture describes the orientation of every body segment relative to the gravitational vector. It is an angular measure from the vertical. Balance, in general terms, describes the dynamics of body posture in order to prevent falling. It is related to the inertial forces acting on the body and the inertial characteristics of body segments. COM is the point, which represents the equivalent of the positions of total body mass in global reference system and is the weighted average of the COMs of all body segments in 3D space. It is a passive variable controlled by the balance control system. The vertical projection of the COM onto the ground is often called the Center of Gravity (COG).

Centre of Pressure (COP) is the point location of the vertical ground reaction force vector. It represents a weighted average of pressure distribution over the surface of the area in contact with the ground. It is totally independent of the COM. If one foot is on the ground, the net COP lies within that foot. If both feet are in contact with the ground, the net COP lies somewhere between the two feet, depending on the relative weight taken by each foot. Thus, when both foot are in contact with the ground there are separate COPs under each foot. If one force platform is used only the net COP is available.
1.2 Foot

In order to better understand the contribution of human foot to the control of posture, one needs to know the structure of the foot itself. However, anatomical references and planes must be introduced first. “To avoid ambiguity, all anatomical descriptions assume that the body is in the conventional ‘anatomical position’, i.e. standing erect and facing forwards, upper limbs by the side with the palms facing forwards, and lower limbs together with the toes facing forwards Figure 1-1 Descriptions are based on four imaginary planes, median, sagittal, coronal and horizontal, applied to a body in the anatomical position. The median plane passes longitudinally through the body and divides it into right and left halves. The sagittal plane is any vertical plane parallel with the median plane: although often used, ‘parasagittal’ is therefore redundant. The coronal (frontal) plane is orthogonal to the median plane and divides the body into anterior (front) and posterior (back). The horizontal (transverse) plane is orthogonal to both median and sagittal planes. Radiologists refer to transverse planes as (trans)axial: convention dictates that axial anatomy is viewed as though looking from the feet towards the head” [8].

Human foot and ankle is a strong and complex mechanical structure containing 28 separate bones including sesamoid bones, 31 joints including ankle joint and many muscles, tendons, and ligaments [8]. The 26 bones (seven tarsals, five metatarsals, and 14 phalanges) and six joints (ankle, subtalar, midtarsal, tarsometatarsal, metatarsophalangeal (MTP) and interphalangeal (IP) joints) of the foot make up its four segments: the hindfoot, the midfoot, the forefoot and the phalanges.[9]
The terminology widely used in descriptive anatomy. Abbreviations shown on arrows: AD, adduction; AB, abduction; FLEX, flexion, EXT, extension [8].
1.2.1 Hindfoot

The hindfoot consists of the talus and calcaneus. The three parts of the talus (body, neck, and head) are orientated to transmit reactive forces from the foot through the ankle joint to the leg (see Figure 1-3). Lying between the calcaneus, and tibia, it communicates thrust from one to the other. The calcaneus is the largest and most posterior bone in the foot and provides a lever arm for the insertion of the Achilles tendon, which is the largest and one of the strongest tendons in the body through which gastrocnemius and soleus impart powerful plantar flexion forces to the foot. Its height, width and structure enable the calcaneus to withstand high tensile, bending and compressive forces on a regular basis without damage.[9]

1.2.2 Midfoot

The navicular, the cuboid and three cuneiforms make up the midfoot (see Figure 1-3). The navicular medial to the cuboid articulates with the head of the talus anteriorly and is the key- stone at the top of the medial longitudinal arch. The cuboid articulates with the calcaneus proximally and the fourth and fifth metatarsals distally. The three cuneiforms are convexly shaped on their broad dorsal aspect whilst the plantar surface is concave and wedge shaped so that the apex of each bone points inferiorly. The cuneiforms articulate with the first, second and third
metatarsals distally. This multi-segmental configuration in conjunction with connecting ligaments and muscles contributes greatly to the stability of the midfoot. [9]

1.2.3 Forefoot

There are five metatarsals in the forefoot, these all tapered distally and articulating with the proximal phalanges (see Figure 1-3). The first metatarsal is the shortest and widest. Its base articulates with the medial cuneiform and is somewhat cone shaped. The head of the first metatarsal additionally articulates with two sesamoids on its plantar articular surface. The second metatarsal extends beyond the first proximally, and articulates with the intermediate cuneiform as well as with the medial and lateral cuneiforms in a ‘key-like’ configuration, which promotes stability and renders the second ray the stiffest and most stable portion of the foot. The third, fourth and fifth metatarsals are broad at the base, narrow in the shaft and have dome-shaped heads [9].

Phalanges constitute digits. The big toe (hallux) consists of two phalanges, all other toes containing three. The heads of the proximal and middle phalanges tend to be trochlear shaped allowing for greater stability. Functionally, the toes contribute to weight bearing and load distribution and also erect propulsion during the push-off phase of gait [9].

![Figure 1-3 The segmentation of foot structure: four segments: hindfoot (1, 2), midfoot (3-7), forefoot (8-12), phalanges (13-26), (1) calcaneous, (2) talus, (3) navicular, (4) medial cuneiform, (5) intermediate cuneiform, (6) lateral cuneiform, (7) cuboid, (8) First metatarsal, (9) second metatarsal, (10) third metatarsal, (11) fourth metatarsal, (12) Fifth metatarsal, (13-17) proximal phalanges, , (18) distal phalange, (19-22) middle phalanges and (23-26) distal phalanges [9].]
1.2.4 Arches of the foot

Three main arches are recognized in the foot. They are the medial longitudinal, the lateral longitudinal and the transverse arch.

![Arches of the foot](image)

1.2.4.1 Medial longitudinal arch

The medial margin of the foot arches up between the heel proximally and the medial three metatarsophalangeal joints to form a visible arch. It is made up of the calcaneus, talar head, navicular, the three cuneiforms and the medial three metatarsals. The posterior and anterior pillars are the posterior part of the inferior calcaneal surface and the three metatarsal heads, respectively. The bones themselves contribute little to the stability of the arch, whereas the ligaments contribute significantly[8]. The most important ligamentous structure is the plantar aponeurosis, which acts as a tie beam between the supporting pillars[10]. Dorsiflexion (upward motion of foot), especially of the hallux, draws the two pillars together, thus heightening the arch: the so-called ‘windlass' mechanism.
Next in importance is the spring ligament (plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments), which supports the head of the talus (see Figures 1-6 and 1-7). If this ligament fails, the navicular and calcaneus separate, allowing the talar head, which is the highest point of the arch, to descend. The talocalcaneal ligaments and the anterior fibres of the deltoid ligament, from the tibia to the navicular, also contribute to the stability of the arch.[8]
Muscles play a role in the maintenance of the medial longitudinal arch. Flexor hallucis longus acts as a bowstring. Flexor digitorum longus, abductor hallucis and the medial half of flexor digitorum brevis also contribute, but to a lesser extent. Tibialis posterior and anterior invert and adduct the foot, and so help to raise its medial border. The importance of tibialis posterior is manifest by the collapse of the medial longitudinal arch that accompanies failure of its tendon [8].

![Ligaments on the Medial Aspect of the Ankle Joint and Foot](image)

Figure 1-7 Ligaments on the Medial Aspect of the Ankle Joint and Foot [88].

1.2.4.2 Lateral longitudinal arch

The lateral longitudinal arch is much less pronounced arch than the medial one. The bones making up the lateral longitudinal arch are the calcaneus, the cuboid and the fourth and fifth metatarsals: they contribute little to the arch in terms of stability. The pillars are the calcaneus posteriorly, and the lateral two metatarsal heads, anteriorly. Ligaments play a more important role in stabilizing the arch, especially the lateral part of the plantar aponeurosis and the long and short plantar ligaments. However, the most important contribution to the maintenance of the lateral arch is made by the tendon of fibularis longus. [8] The lateral two tendons of flexor digitorum longus (and flexor accessorius), the muscles of the first layer (lateral half of flexor digitorum brevis and abductor digiti minimi) and fibularis
brevis and peronius tertius also contribute to the maintenance of the lateral longitudinal arch. [8]

1.2.4.3. Transverse arch

The bones involved in the transverse arch are the bases of the five metatarsals, the cuboid and the cuneiforms. The intermediate and lateral cuneiforms are wedge-shaped and thus adapted to maintenance of the transverse arch. The stability of the arch is mainly provided by the ligaments, which bind the cuneiforms and the metatarsal bases, and also by the tendon of fibularis longus, which tends to approximate the medial and lateral borders of the foot. A shallow arch is maintained at the metatarsal heads by the deep transverse ligaments, transverse fibres that bind together the digital slips of the plantar aponeurosis, and, to a lesser extent, by the transverse head of adductor hallucis. [8]

1.2.5 Plantar aponeurosis

The plantar fascia or aponeurosis is composed of densely compacted collagen fibres orientated mainly longitudinally, but also transversely (Figure 1-8). Its medial and lateral borders overlie the intrinsic muscles of the hallux and fifth toe respectively, while its dense central part overlies the long and short flexors of the digits.

The central part is the strongest and thickest. The fascia is narrow posteriorly, where it is attached to the medial process of the calcaneal tuberosity proximal to flexor digitorum brevis, and traced distally it becomes broader and somewhat thinner. Just proximal to the level of the metatarsal heads it divides into five bands, one for each toe. As these five digital bands diverge below the metatarsal shafts, they are united by transverse fibres stratum of the plantar aponeurosis where it enters the toes (Figure 1-8). The central part of the plantar aponeurosis thus provides an intermediary structure between the skin and the osteoligamentous framework of the foot via numerous cutaneous retinacula and deep septa that extend to the metatarsals and phalanges. The central part is also continuous with the medial and lateral parts: at the junctions, two intermuscular septa, medial and lateral, extend in oblique vertical planes between the medial, intermediate and lateral groups of
plantar muscles to reach bone. Thinner horizontal intermuscular septa, derived from the vertical intermuscular septa, pass between the muscle layers. [8]

Figure 1-8 The Plantar Aponeurosis [8].

“Plantar fascia” or “plantar aponeurosis” plays an important role in load bearing and restoring effects [11–18]. During loading of the foot, the greatest amount of motion occurs in the sagittal plane around the talonavicular joint [19], which can also be described as deformation of the medial longitudinal arch. The plantar aponeurosis is shown to be the most important passive arch support during the stance phase, along with the spring ligament and the short and long plantar ligaments [20].
It has been shown experimentally, using human amputated feet loaded in a rig to simulate the weight-bearing, that strain energy is stored in the foot and largely turning into an elastic recoil, the foot behaves like a spring [21]. The plantar fascia, which is morphologically the insertion of the plantaris muscle, has been shown by Hicks (Hicks 1953) to raise the longitudinal arch when the toes are dorsiflexed; the maximum effect is on the first ray and gradually diminishes laterally (the windlass mechanism). This is a passive mechanism with no muscular contraction. The stretched plantar fascia also inverts the calcaneum and rotates the tibia laterally. There is also the reverse effect when the arch is flattened under body weight so that the proximal phalanges become plantarflexed and the toes are firmly opposed to the ground.

1.2.6 Arched Structures

Arches and arched structures have a wide range of uses in bridges, arched dams and in industrial, commercial, and recreational buildings. They represent the primary structural components of important and expensive structures, many of which are unique. Current trends in architecture heavily rely on arched building components due to their strengths and architectural appeal.

Arched structure of the foot also resembles to the structural configuration of beams and arches. The fundamental feature of an arched structure is that the horizontal reactions appear even if the structure is subjected to vertical loads only. If structure has a curvilinear axis but thrust does not exist then this structure cannot be treated as an arch. The presence of thrust leads to a fundamental difference in behavior between arches and beam – the bending moments in arches are smaller than in beams of the same span.
and loads. Advantages of arches over beams increase as the length of a span increases [22]. Presence of thrust demands reinforcement of the part of a structure that is subjected to horizontal force. However, the thrust may be absorbed by a tie; with this, supports of the arch are only subjected to vertical forces. In addition to the bending moments and shear forces that arise in beams, axial compressive forces are also present in arches. These forces may cause a loss of stability of the arch [22].

1.2.7. Plantar Shear Forces and Plantar Sensation in the Foot

Importance of sensation from the feet and ankles, for standing balance control has only been understood in recent decades. It is seen that more research is being conducted on the internal structure of the foot, friction forces between ground/foot and measurement of the shear forces [23–25]. It is found that horizontal frictional forces are applied to the heels, metatarsals, and toes. Therefore, ideally, sliding friction forces should be considered as the foot arch angle changes. This would likely affect the angle of the foot arch, and thus may change the weight distribution under the foot slightly [24]. The effects of the foot sole anesthesia were studied by Meyer [23] and it was found that sensory information from the foot soles is mainly used to set a relevant background muscle activity for a given posture and support surface characteristic, and consequently, is of little importance for feedback control during unperturbed stance. In general, it has been demonstrated that plantar sensation is of moderate importance for the maintenance of normal standing balance when the postural control system is challenged by unipedal stance or by closing of the eyes. The impact of reduced plantar sensitivity on postural control is expected to increase with the loss of additional sensory modalities such as the concomitant proprioceptive deficits commonly associated with peripheral neuropathies [23]. Kennedy [25], examined the location and distribution of cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the glabrous skin of the foot. They identified the receptor types and specific role of cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the foot sole in standing balance.

1.3 Foot Models

When standing quietly, human upright stance is often approximated as an inverted pendulum pivoting around the ankle [26,27]. Barin, modeled human postural dynamics in the sagittal plane as an open chain N-link inverted pendulum
placed atop a triangular foot. Then, he represented system dynamics with one-link to four-link inverted pendulum models in order to search for the order of the human postural dynamics. It was seen that Ankle and Hip joints’ kinematics (2-dof inverted pendulum model) constituted most of the dynamic solution [6]. Alexandrov et al. [28,29] used a three-joint (ankle, knee and hip) inverted pendulum model to account for postural responses during fast-forward bending at the waist on narrow and wide surfaces in response to platform perturbations. Ankle, hip and knee eigenmovements were derived from the mechanical properties of the body and the kinematics data collected, where each eigenmovement is named after the joint that contributes most to the eigenmovement [28,29]. Furthermore, works of Jeka and Creath [30] showed that two-linkage pendulum mechanism is sufficient to represent the whole body dynamics in the posture study.

In all of these studies, human foot is taken as a triangular non-deformable body hinged at the ankle joint. Studying the human foot shows that it is not a solid non-deformable structure [31–35]. Actually it is highly deformable and has an energy storing spring like mechanism. More complicated foot models were presented and analyzed using the Finite Element Method [36,37], however keeping the model simple is beneficial for identifying the underlying parameters.

1.4 Objective of the Thesis

Linear system approaches through inverted pendulum models with sensory feedback have been widely used in order to reveal the physiological mechanisms that control and stabilize posture in quiet stance [26,38]. Although Center of Pressure (COP) variation on the horizontal plane (xy-plane) is generally used as a summary signal for representing the dynamics of such a complex system, there exist multi-dof modeling attempts (depending on limb kinematics data per se) to understand the physiological control mechanism behind such as; two-linkage pendulum mechanism, Ankle and Hip kinematics (2-dof inverted pendulum model [39,40], three-joint (ankle, knee and hip) [28,29], and Open-chain N-link inverted pendulum [6] models. Mathematical analysis of force-stiffness characteristics of muscles in control of a single joint system [41], where dynamical characteristics and control strategies of human erect posture (against gravitational force field of the earth) has been studied thoroughly (even depending on a single dof inverted
pendulum assumption) and human foot is taken as a triangular non-deformable body hinged at the ankle joint. On the other hand, complex dynamics of human postural sway has also been explored by using stochastic models and nonlinear dynamical tools [42–47] where possible sources for complexity have rarely been checked against a functioning foot; e.g., implementing a shear deformation sensor modeled as a viscoelastic body with a sensorial threshold [48].

Wright et al. [34] have recently showed that the foot arch’s upwards deformation (beyond the limits that can be explained by plantar skin compression) observed by receiving data form the dorsum of the mid-foot is positively correlated with shank’s sway towards posterior direction (and vice versa), which may deteriorate the classical explanation of human postural control strategies (mainly suprapedally studied) based on ankle proprioception and kinematics and torque control (generated through ankle extensors and flexors muscle activity; [41], see also [49].

Furthermore, data was presented data about perturbations given to toe and metatarsals causing significant RMS changes at tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius muscles’ (main ankle flexor and extensor muscles respectively) baseline activation levels, it is then found to return to baseline activation levels slowly which has been proposed (by the authors) as an indication of a switch in the surface frame of reference. On the other hand, the human foot is a complex multi-articular mechanical structure consisting of bones, joints and soft tissues, playing an extremely important role in the biomechanical function of the lower extremity and is controlled by both intrinsic and extrinsic muscles [9].

It is the end-point organ of an open kinematics chain for human biped erect posture that touches to the ground (compliant enough to sense the surface through deformations) and is the only mean to control standing (providing support and controlling balance) and locomoting (stabilizing the body and activating the propulsion; i.e., rigid enough to push the ground) through actively created ground reaction forces without which it would be impossible (from a mechanical point of view) to control the whole body posture from the ankle joint only [23,25].

Moreover, the duality (information versus action) in a functional foot; i.e., being compliant enough to sense the surface through deformations versus being
rigid enough to stand for the body weight and govern the balance and propulsion respectively, has been evolutionarily succeeded by forming longitudinal (medial and lateral) and transverse arches, where tension on longitudinal arches being actively controlled by muscle activity during motion [9]; while during quiet stance body weight has been supported by the foot where the maintenance of the arch has been attributed to reactive forces at the passive tissues and the tensile strength of the plantar aponeurosis (which maintains the longitudinal arch) through the beam action of the metatarsals [10,50].

In addition, it has been shown that the tension on the plantar aponeurosis (see Figure 1-6) can actively be adjusted through a mechanism triggered by the toe extension, known as windlass effect [10,51]. Kennedy and Inglis studied the effects of mechanoreceptors in the glabrous skin of the foot sole and found that a large percentage of the skin receptors were rapidly adapting with randomly distributed receptive fields with an absence of background activity in an unloaded position [25]. Moreover, role of the plantar aponeurosis (plantar fascia) in the load bearing capacity of the human foot has been investigated by Kim and Voloshin by using a 2-dof sagittal planar model of the medial aspect of the foot (modeling the medial longitudinal arch supported by the plantar aponeurosis represented by a viscoelastic Kelvin body), where They found that (by estimating model parameters through human experiments) plantar fascia carries 14% of the body weight and in the case of release of the plantar fascia resulted 22% increase of the maximum vertical displacement of the ankle joint (and 19% increase during the steady-state phase) under the applied weight [13]. They also explored the effect of the foot geometry (by lowering the arch height in their model) and showed that lowering the height of the arch degenerated the load bearing capacity of the foot [52]. We propose based on their findings that the critical tension created at the plantar fascia is indispensable for an optimal arch height range at which human standing is enabled and is continuously monitored through mechanoreceptors [25].

It has recently been shown that actively adjusting longitudinal arch stiffness results in redistribution of the plantar pressure by mediolateral force transfer beneath the foot in standing and facilitating medial forefoot propulsion in human walking [53], which also has been proposed as an ubiquitous coupling mechanism in the
human foot where lateral mid-foot compliance inversely being related to the pressure exerted by the medial metatarsals heads and hallux, which may be an indication in searching footprints of hominin bipedaility [53].

It is showed that activation of the plantar intrinsic foot muscles under loading produced significant alterations in metatarsals and calcaneous segment angles, which countered the deformation occurring owing to the initial load and ultimately increased longitudinal arch stiffness. Further, they showed that this active arch buttressing mechanism has important implications for the forces transmitted during standing as their activation enables shifting COP position both in anteroposterior and mediolateral directions (Kelly et al. 2014).

In summary, it has been proposed by researches that the windlass effect of the plantar aponeurosis, the tensile strength of the plantar ligaments, the beam effect of the metatarsals, and the joint congruity of tarsal and metatarsal bones all together provide force transmission, attenuation, and redistribution through the stress flow pathways [50] while being continuously monitored by the mechanoreceptors placed on the plantar fascia and the soft tissue beneath the foot during quiet stance [25].

In view of these important abilities of the foot in mechanics/dynamics and control of the erected posture of a human being, it becomes inevitable to consider its role as being a source of information and actuation in complex quasi-dynamics of quiet stance (against suprapedally studied postural dynamics and control). Thus, in this study, distribution of Ground Reaction Forces (GRF) in time and frequency domain for male and female subjects based on plantar pressure data is analyzed. The objective behind this work is to determine the GRF distribution beneath different regions of the foot through which the importance of deformation and/or small amplitude motion of the foot for postural control is to be revealed.

### 1.5 Scope of the Thesis

The objective behind this work is to determine the GRF distribution beneath different regions of the foot, through which the importance of deformation and/or small amplitude motion of the foot for postural control is to be revealed.

In order to determine the amount and characteristics of GRF on plantar foot, experiments are performed on voluntary male and female subjects at quiet stance. Matscan Tekscan pressure pad and Bertec force platform used during the
experiments for collecting data. Pressure pad gave pressure distribution in terms of kPa, however that is easily converted to force distribution in Newton, since plantar areas of the regions can be calculated. Further, time and frequency domain analysis on force distribution data is accomplished in order to determine the nature of this distribution.

In Chapter 1 a review of the available literature studies of the previous researches has been presented.

In Chapter 2, in order to observe GRF of plantar foot, experiments are planned and performed on voluntary human subjects. Experimental procedures and methods are presented in this Chapter.

In Chapter 3 results of the experiments are presented, for both time and frequency method. Since ANOVA method is applied to the data, results and interpretation of the results are presented in graphical format.

In Chapter 4, a mathematical foot model combining both deformable foot and an inverted pendulum on the ankle joint is presented. This model is developed in order to better observe the parameters affecting the human erect posture. This model is run on MATLAB Simulink environment and outputs are presented.

In Chapter 5 experimental and mathematical model results are discussed with the previous works of researches. Further, improvements that can be done to the present study and suggestion for the succeeding research has been declared in this section.
CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTS AND METHODS

Experiments are performed in Motion Capture Laboratory at Middle East Technical University Modeling and Simulation Center (MODSIMMER).

2.1 Overview of the Subject testing and data acquisition

A group of fourteen right-handed adult 7 male (35.14 ± 3.13 years old, 875 ± 97.92 N weight, 180 ± 7.09 cm height) and 7 female (30.29 ± 4.86 years old, 627.71 ± 104.05 N, 168.57 ± 4.16 cm) subjects participated in this experiment. All subjects, with no evidence or known history of neuro-musculo-skeletal disorder, provided informed consent prior to participation in the testing protocol.

They were instructed to stand at an upright posture on the Bertec® force platform and Tekscan® Matscan pressure pad, arms relaxed at the side and the feet opened about shoulder length. Six quiet stance trials, each lasting 180 seconds, were conducted at Eyes Open (EO) and Eyes Closed (EC) conditions, with the subjects looking straight ahead with only socks on their feet. The order of testing sensory conditions, i.e., EO versus EC trials, was randomized for each of the subject. Rest periods of 60 seconds were provided between each trial. Force and moment signals at x-y-z axes were acquired at a sampling rate of 100 Hz by a force-plate (Bertec®, FP1212-25 custom made 1200×1200mm). Center-of-pressure (COP) time signals at antero-posterior (AP, COPx) and medio-lateral (ML, COPy) directions were then computed. Pressure distribution data under each foot were collected at 50 Hz using Tekscan® Pressure Pad. A representative plot is given in Figure 2-1.
Bertec AM6800 signal amplifier and National Instrument “NI-6221-USB” multifunction data acquisition (DAQ) modules for USB were used together for triggered collection of data. A picture is shown taken during the experiment in Figure 2-2.

Before the experiments for each subject; sex, age, used hand, weight, height, foot length, ankle height from the ground, distances from heel to metatarsals, and from ankle projection to metatarsals were recorded. The apparatus used for these measurements is shown in Figure 2-3. These recorded values were further used in verifying the mathematical model.
2.2 Data Analysis

Each foot has been divided into three regions by using the predefined regions facility of **Matscan® software** based on the previous human foot model studies as
shown in Figure 2-4. Selected foot regions were heel region (talus and calcaneus bone), medial longitudinal arc region (the navicular, the cuboid and three cuneiforms), and five metatarsal bones and phalanges; named as hind, mid, and front regions respectively. Foot regions were selected according to accepted partition except phalanges that were included in the forefoot region [9]. Distributed ground reaction forces at these sites were determined using “Drawing Polygons” facility of the Pressure Pad (Tekscan Matscan) software on the regions shown as in Figure 2-4.

The MatScan sensor detects subject’s plantar pressure. This sensor is made up of over 2288 (44×52) individual pressure-sensing locations, which are referred to as "Sensing Elements" or "Sensels." The sensels are arranged in rows and columns on the sensor. Each sensel is 70.2579 mm² and the output of each sensel is divided into 256 increments and displayed as a value ("Raw" sum) in the range of 0 to 255. Accordingly, pressure distribution data over pre-mentioned regions of left and right foot were obtained as a function of time. Initial mean contact areas of the three plantar foot regions for each subject in the first trial are presented in Table 2-1.

<p>| Table 2-1 Mean contact area of the three plantar foot regions |
|---------------------------------|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frontfoot [mm²]</th>
<th>Midfoot [mm²]</th>
<th>HindFoot [mm²]</th>
<th>Total [mm²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left (std.dev)</td>
<td>Right (std.dev)</td>
<td>Left (std.dev)</td>
<td>Right (std.dev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5249.29 (643.46)</td>
<td>5420.00 (477.12)</td>
<td>2047.57 (504.10)</td>
<td>10177.43 (1295.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2188.00 (713.61)</td>
<td>2790.4 (255.42)</td>
<td>2740.14 (157.20)</td>
<td>10258.00 (986.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5972.00 (444.30)</td>
<td>6042.14 (389.09)</td>
<td>1696.14 (475.33)</td>
<td>11221.43 (434.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897.00 (756.68)</td>
<td>3352.43 (343.37)</td>
<td>3111.29 (286.04)</td>
<td>10849.57 (434.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2047.57 (504.10)</td>
<td>2790.4 (255.42)</td>
<td>2740.14 (157.20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2188.00 (713.61)</td>
<td>2790.4 (255.42)</td>
<td>2740.14 (157.20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calibration was performed prior to taking the foot scan of each subject according to the method recommended by the MatScan manufacturer (Tekscan). The weight of the subject is measured separately with Bertec force platform and entered into the Matscan software, which is then automatically applied at an appropriate scaling to the raw outputs of the sensing elements such that the total force of the pressure pad is consistent with the weight of the subject. Normal Force signals at each region for each foot were then obtained as a function of time by averaging the pressure distribution data over its related plantar surface. Normal
Force signals at each region for each foot were named as FR, MR, HR for right foot and FL, ML, HL for left foot respectively (see Figure 2-4).

![Figure 2-4 Regions of the foot and medial, longitudinal arches of the foot](image)

### 2.3 Time Series Analysis

Time domain measures were: the Mean and variance of pressure distribution at each section of both feet and the Cross correlation values of each possible paired combination of the three foot-regions. Statistical measures such as the mean and variance of the pressure distribution of the foot regions in time and the correlation coefficients among the three regions were computed by using MATLAB® software (The Mathworks Inc.) standard routines. In order to reveal the correlated behavior among F, H, M regions for fourteen subjects, mean and variance of the pressure distribution in time and computed cross correlation values among ‘F-H’, ‘F-M’, and ‘H-M’ regions were analyzed. In order to understand how the two normal force signals are related to each other at each possible paired combination of foot regions, correlation function coefficient (normalized cross-covariance function) at $\tau = 0$ has been computed according to the equations given below.
\[ R_{xx}(\tau) = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} X(t)X(t+\tau) \, dt \] (2.1)

where \( R_{xx} \) is the auto-correlation function as a function of the delay operator, \( \tau \); \( T \) is the data collection time period, \( X \) is the time series for normal force distribution averaged over its related plantar surface.

On the other hand, Equation 2.2 describes cross-correlation function of the two signals

\[ R_{xy}(\tau) = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} X(t)Y(t+\tau) \, dt \] (2.2)

Where \( R_{xy} \) is the cross-correlation function as a function of the delay operator, \( \tau \); \( T \) is the data collection period of time, \( X \) and \( Y \) are the time series for normal force distribution averaged over its related plantar surface.

Equations 2.3 and 2.4 define covariance functions, \( C(\tau) \);

\[ C_{xx}(\tau) = R_{xx}(\tau) - \mu_{x}^{2} \] (2.3)

\[ C_{xy}(\tau) = R_{xy}(\tau) - \mu_{x} \mu_{y} \] (2.4)

Where \( \mu_{x} \) and \( \mu_{y} \) are the mean values of the respective normal force signals in time. It is important to note that, at time delay operator, \( \tau = 0 \); \( C(0), R(0) \) are called as variance \( (\sigma_{x}^{2}) \) and mean square \( (\psi_{x}^{2}) \) in statistics as basic descriptive properties of a random time signal, respectively [55]. This fundamental statistical expression for describing random data properties can also be written as,

\[ \sigma_{x}^{2} = \psi_{x}^{2} - \mu_{x}^{2} \] (2.5)

Finally, correlation function coefficient (normalized cross-covariance function, \( \rho_{xy}(\tau) \)) has been defined as
In order to understand how the two normal force signals are related to each other at each possible paired combination of foot regions correlation function coefficient (normalized cross-covariance function) at \( \tau = 0 \) has been computed according to the equations given above. It is important to note that correlation function coefficient \( \rho_{XY}(\tau) \), is always between \(-1 \leq \rho_{XY}(\tau) \leq 1\).

### 2.3 Frequency Domain Analysis

Modified Front, Mid and Hind foot region force distributions were further analyzed in the frequency domain in order to see frequency characteristics of these signals. We used MATLAB Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routines to calculate frequency domain measures. Time series were detrended linearly before Fast Fourier Transformation. Frequency domain measures were adapted from methods described in Prieto et al. [56] and [26]. Spectral moments, \( \mu(k) \) were calculated for \( k = 1, 2 \) and 3 from

\[
\mu_k = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (i \times \Delta f)^k \cdot G_x(i \times \Delta f)
\]  

(2.7)

where, \( \Delta f \) (\( 1/T; T \) being the data collection time) is the frequency resolution, \( m \) is Nyquist frequency (1/2 of sampling rate) divided by \( \Delta f \), and \( G_x(f) \) is the power spectral density function estimate as a function of frequency, \( f \) in [Hz] obtained by FFT [55]:

\[
G_x(f) = 2 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{XX}(\tau)e^{-j2\pi f \tau} d\tau
\]  

(2.8)

where \( R_{xx} \) is the autocorrelation function, see Equation 2.1.
The total power (POWER) is the integrated area of the power spectrum when 
$k = 0$ in Equation 2.7.

\[
POWER = \mu_0 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} G_X(i \times \Delta f)
\]  
(2.9)

The 95% power frequency is the frequency below which 95% of the total power is 
found.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{v} G_X(i \times \Delta f) \geq 0.95 \times \mu_0
\]
(2.10)

where $v$ is the smallest integer for which the equation holds.

The centroidal frequency (CFREQ) is then defined as the frequency at which the 
spectral mass is concentrated, which is the square root of the ratio of the second 
to the zero$^{th}$ spectral moment (see equation 2.7)

\[
CFREQ = \frac{\sqrt[2]{\mu_2}}{\mu_0}
\]
(2.11)

The frequency dispersion (FREQD) is a unitless measure of the variability in the 
frequency content of the power spectral density and is given by

\[
FREQD = \sqrt[2]{1 - \frac{\mu_1^2}{\mu_0 \times \mu_2}}
\]
(2.12)

The frequency dispersion is zero for a pure sinusoid and increases with 
spectral bandwidth to a maximum of one.

Further, Cross-Spectral density estimates $G_{xy}(f)$ of normal force 
distribution at F-H, F-M, and H-M regions and their Coherence function values were 
computed from Equations 2.12-2.16. Cross Power Spectral Density Function $G_{xy}(f)$ between two discrete time signals of normal force distribution of the foot regions has been estimated by using the MATLAB® `cpsd` function. Then magnitude and phase angle in-between the two signals were computed through $G_{xy}(f)$ from:
where \( R_{XY}(\tau) \) is the cross-correlation function between the two time signals. \( G_{XY}(f) \) is a complex valued function and can therefore be written as

\[
G_{XY}(f) = C_{XY}(f) - jQ_{XY}(f) \quad (2.14)
\]

where \( C_{XY}(f) \) and \( Q_{XY}(f) \) are known as the coincident spectral density function (co-spectrum) and quadrature spectral density function (quad-spectrum) respectively [55].

Then magnitude (\( |G_{XY}(f)| \), Eq. 15) and phase (\( \theta_{XY}(f) \), Eq. 2.16) functions of \( G_{XY}(f) \) are defined as

\[
|G_{XY}(f)| = \sqrt{C_{XY}^2(f) + Q_{XY}^2(f)} \quad (2.15)
\]

\[
\theta_{XY}(f) = \tan^{-1}\left[ \frac{Q_{XY}(f)}{C_{XY}(f)} \right]. \quad (2.16)
\]

Finally, coherence function between the two normal force distribution signals is

\[
\gamma_{XY}^2(f) = \left[ \frac{|G_{XY}(f)|^2}{G_X(f)G_Y(f)} \right]. \quad (2.17)
\]

Also it is important to note that \( 0 \leq \gamma_{XY}^2(f) \leq 1 \).

Coherence function estimates were calculated using Equation 2.17 and MATLAB® `mscohere` function, that finds the magnitude of the coherence estimate of the force signals by using Welch's averaged modified periodogram method. In
order to better analyze the nature of the spectrum, we determined a threshold value of “0.80” for coherence function estimate, over which the two signals are accepted as physiologically related. Moreover, frequency spectrum has been divided into three regions based on the occurrence rate of coherence values above the threshold value; namely 0-3 Hz, (most of the higher coherence function estimates have been observed at this range), 3-10 Hz, and 10-25 Hz, which have been named as low-, mid-, and high-frequency bands, respectively. Furthermore, the frequency ranges between the first and the last frequency where coherence function estimate value was higher than 0.8 has been defined as $\Delta\omega$, in [0-3] Hz region. Maximum values of coherence, gain, and phase function estimate attained within 0-3 Hz were named as ‘max_coher’, ‘max_gain’, ‘max_phase’ variables respectively. Their respective frequency values were also obtained. Mean coherence and mean phase function estimate values have also been computed without using a threshold value for coherence function estimate in the frequency range of [0-3 Hz].

2.4. Statistical Analysis

5D-ANOVA (i.e., five dimensional analysis of variance) for repeated measures with a significance level of 0.05 was conducted to examine the effects of the variables Gender, Subject, Regions, Foot and Eyes. Post-hoc statistical analysis has been performed by using “Multi-comparisons” facility of Matlab® which was performed between each dimension of ANOVA afterwards. It is important to note that, although a threshold value for coherence has been used (>0.80), in some of the ANOVA cases, no coherence value above the threshold have been observed. Hence, while performing 5D-ANOVA, this case has been included into the analysis as a null set.

For the entire subjects; time domain and frequency domain plots of the obtained and calculated data are presented in APPENDIX A.
CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results obtained from the experiments are presented in this chapter. First the plantar area calculations, then time series analysis and finally frequency domain analysis results are presented. In the next chapter, results obtained from the mathematical model simulations will be presented.

3.1 Plantar Area Calculations

Tekscan Matscan pressure pad was used during the experiments. Accordingly, pressure distribution data over pre-mentioned regions of left and right foot were obtained as a function of time. Average contact area of the three plantar foot regions namely Front, Mid and Hindfoot regions are presented in Table 3-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-1 Average contact areas of the three plantar foot regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These average contact areas of plantar foot of the subjects were compared with respect to Gender, Foot and Region by using 3D ANOVA. Performing three way ANOVA on Gender, Foot and Regions of foot we have seen that, gender (p<0.0113), region (p<0.00) and gender and region interactions (p<0.0005) were significant. Population marginal means of male subjects, mean plantar contact area has been found to be 3679±74.19 mm$^2$ while female subjects’ mean contact area was found to be 3406±74.19 mm$^2$. On the other hand, F region was found to be 5671±90.86, while H and M regions were 2999±90.86 N and 1957±90.86 N
respectively. Furthermore, F regions contact surface only was significantly different with respect to gender (p<0.0005 Male: 6007±128.5 Female: 5335±128.5)

3.2 Time Domain Analysis
Time series of normal force distribution of a representative male and a female subject for their left and right foot are presented in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2. Inspection of the figures shows that, male and female subjects’ dynamical behavior of normal force distribution among specified regions even for the left and right foot is different. A close correlation can be observed between F and H regions' force distribution dynamics in male subjects. Dynamics of force distribution behavior at F and H regions resembles a “mirror image” of each other (see Figure 3-1). This correlated behavior between F and H regions has been named as “Load Shifting Mechanism” (LSM). Such a correlated dynamics among F and H regions has been observed at both left and right foot in male subjects. However, similar correlated behavior among the same regions has not been observed in female subjects clearly (see Figure 3-2).

In order to see the correlated relation between modified front and hindfoot region, a regression analysis has been done. Accordingly, obtained results are plotted and shown in Figure 3-3. A correlation coefficient of R=0.97 is obtained for representative male subject and R=0.71 is obtained for representative female subject.
Figure 3-1 Time series of averaged normal forces at three plantar regions of left and right foot for a representative male
Figure 3-2 Time series of averaged normal forces at three plantar regions of left and right foot for a representative female
Figure 3-3 Correlated relation between Front and Hind Region can be seen clearly looking at the regression plots respectively for both male and females.
Mean, variance and correlation function coefficient (normalized cross-variance function) at $\tau = 0$, (see Equation 2-6) results of normal force signals among three regions for male and female subjects are presented in Table 3-2A and 3-2B. Summary of the 5 dimensional ANOVA table is presented in Table 3-3.

**Table 3-2A. Mean and variance (mean±std.dev) values of normal force distribution in Newton, where “L” stands for Left foot and “R” stands for right foot. “EC” and “EO” are for eyes closed and open conditions respectively in time series results. ($R_{xy}$ at $\tau = 0$, Eq. 2-6)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Eyes</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>127.79 ± 21.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>177.86 ± 153.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>119.31 ± 23.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>150.5 ± 120.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>147.82 ± 28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>144.96 ± 116.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>140.27 ± 31.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>154.4 ± 114.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>219.19 ± 38.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>253.52 ± 147.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>208.92 ± 33.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>213.35 ± 159.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>225.6 ± 39.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>160.14 ± 92.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Mean [N]</td>
<td>222.44 ± 27.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Variance [N$^2$]</td>
<td>134.55 ± 78.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-2B Cross correlation values normal force distribution (mean±std.dev) in time series results.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Eyes</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.79 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.6 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.67 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.55 ± 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.78 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.78 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>$\rho_{xy}(\tau=0)$</td>
<td>-0.73 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-3 ANOVA results of mean, variance and cross correlation coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Means</th>
<th>Variances</th>
<th>Corr. coeff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>0.0649</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.1068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender×region</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.5875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender×foot</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.9542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender×eyes</td>
<td>0.6019</td>
<td>0.0595</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region×foot</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.4703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region×eyes</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>0.2194</td>
<td>0.2056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that load has almost been carried by either hind or modified front region in both left and right foot while mid-region did not participate substantially in load carrying process. We found that average normal forces of males (see Figure 3-4) at their left foot (161.52 N) were significantly different ($p<0.00$) than their right foot (153.03 N). The average normal force values represent the group means over two feet and three regions (2×3) coming from multi-comparison statistics of 5 dimensional ANOVA. However, right foot’s average normal force has been found to be significantly larger than left foot in females (110.32N vs. 96.83 N respectively, $p<0.00$). We have also found in Figure 3-5 that average force distribution for the left foot “H” region is found to be larger than “F” region while in the right foot “F” was greater than “H” ($p<0.00$). “H” is found to be significantly greater than “F” in females ($p<0.00$). We didn’t observe any significant difference for eyes closed versus open conditions.
Variances in gender (M:137.478±6.545, F:111.706±6.545), foot (L:140.866±6.545, R:108.318±6.545), regions (F:173.660±8.016, H:189.854±8.016, M:10.261±8.016) and eyes conditions (EO:132.239±6.545, EC:116.945±6.545) were significantly different. (p<0.00, p<0.00, p<0.00, p<0.02 respectively).
Furthermore, male left foot and “H” region variance was significantly larger (p<0.00, p<0.0037).

![Comparison of Variances by Gender](image)

**Figure 3-6 Comparison of Variances by gender**

![Comparison of Variances with respect to region and foot](image)

**Figure 3-7 Comparison of Variances with respect to region and foot**

Comparison of cross correlation coefficients among “FH”, “HM” and “FM” regions demonstrated strong negative (-) relation in “FH”, positive (+) relation in “FM” and slightly negative relation in “HM” region (see Table 3-2B).
The above graphs do not consider gender difference. Complementing the gender factor, though load distribution not affected, use of right and left foot is not same for both gender. Use of foot is significant and hence differs.

Figure 3-8 Cross Correlation values between FH, FM and HM in time domain

Figure 3-9 Cross Correlation values between FH, FM and HM in time domain by region
3.3 Frequency Domain And Spectral Analysis

3.3.1 Autocorrelation and Power Analysis

Magnitudes of FFT of pressure distribution over three foot regions are presented at for representative male and female subjects at Figure 3-10. Although most of the power at each foot has been collected at lower frequencies, in some of the cases (especially in male subjects) high frequencies at around 14 Hz present relatively higher magnitudes (3/7 on males and 0/7 on females a nonparametric sign test showed p=0.25 significance among males and females). Such an example is given in Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-10 FFT plot of normal force time series for a male and female subject (left foot) at three foot-regions.
Figure 3-11 High Frequency peak at 14 Hz

Table 3-4 Power calculations data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Eyes</th>
<th>P95</th>
<th>P95_freq</th>
<th>P50</th>
<th>P50_freq</th>
<th>CFREQ</th>
<th>FREQD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>284.16 ± 244.88</td>
<td>0.95 ± 1.14</td>
<td>164.05 ± 143.89</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>218.34 ± 172.14</td>
<td>0.77 ± 3.28</td>
<td>121.91 ± 96.52</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.41</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>246.55 ± 191.66</td>
<td>0.52 ± 1.7</td>
<td>139.98 ± 112.14</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>210.62 ± 164.4</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>119.16 ± 93.17</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>15.8 ± 17.3</td>
<td>0.05 ± 6.07</td>
<td>8.76 ± 9.41</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.78 ± 1.01</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>18.91 ± 19.91</td>
<td>0.22 ± 6.7</td>
<td>10.77 ± 11.21</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.79 ± 1.5</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>235.3 ± 186.09</td>
<td>0.17 ± 1.88</td>
<td>140.13 ± 124.88</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>212.33 ± 161.57</td>
<td>0.82 ± 1.36</td>
<td>122.87 ± 96.97</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>263.62 ± 204.01</td>
<td>0.48 ± 1.7</td>
<td>149.35 ± 118.2</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>235.1 ± 162.8</td>
<td>0.44 ± 1.1</td>
<td>136.75 ± 90.37</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>14.86 ± 11.15</td>
<td>0.67 ± 4.43</td>
<td>8.73 ± 7.13</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.62</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>20.89 ± 23.44</td>
<td>0.09 ± 4.2</td>
<td>12.11 ± 13.81</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>415.3 ± 265.57</td>
<td>0.43 ± 6.55</td>
<td>220.77 ± 154.91</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.83 ± 1.62</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>358.23 ± 299.4</td>
<td>0.45 ± 7.48</td>
<td>202.06 ± 176.38</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.11 ± 2.07</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>444.22 ± 298.51</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.38</td>
<td>250.02 ± 171.99</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>353.89 ± 284.81</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.16</td>
<td>205.83 ± 175.67</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>11.86 ± 10.82</td>
<td>0.66 ± 7.49</td>
<td>6.79 ± 6.33</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.35 ± 1.89</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>8.29 ± 7.85</td>
<td>0.21 ± 7.88</td>
<td>4.71 ± 4.64</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.68</td>
<td>0.86 ± 2.7</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>261.71 ± 153.97</td>
<td>0.22 ± 6.08</td>
<td>145.88 ± 88.23</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.68 ± 1.29</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>210.11 ± 134.65</td>
<td>0.49 ± 6.56</td>
<td>115.21 ± 71.43</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.85 ± 1.49</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>270.07 ± 161.59</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.32</td>
<td>149.65 ± 87.06</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>190.34 ± 162.89</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.2</td>
<td>104.05 ± 87.55</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>6.7 ± 8.3</td>
<td>0.89 ± 7.22</td>
<td>3.92 ± 5.5</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.86 ± 1.66</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>5.11 ± 4.5</td>
<td>11.89 ± 7.4</td>
<td>2.88 ± 2.61</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.26 ± 1.94</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-5 ANOVA results for power calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P95%</th>
<th>P95% frq</th>
<th>P50%</th>
<th>P50% frq</th>
<th>CFREQ</th>
<th>FREQD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0784</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.9261</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.1638</td>
<td>0.4311</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0844</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.2308</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.0934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender×region</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.1415</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.1355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender×foot</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.1051</td>
<td>0.1355</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to understand characteristics of the frequency content of the time series about normal force distribution at foot regions (F, H and M separately), frequency domain metrics (using equations 2.7 - 2.17 were computed (Table 3-4).

Considering the interactions of the ANOVA table (Table 3-5), by looking at multicomparisons statistics, the following observations can be made. 95% Power comparisons, which are very close to the time domain variance comparisons, reveal that gender $[N^2]$ (M:211.317$\pm$7.510 F:164.705$\pm$7.510), foot $[N^2]$ (L:215.514$\pm$7.510 R:160.511$\pm$7.510), regions$[N^2]$ (F:274.434$\pm$9.198 H:276.801$\pm$9.198 M:12.802$\pm$9.198) and eyes conditions$[N^2]$ (EC:205.845$\pm$7.510 EO:170.180$\pm$7.510) are significantly different ($p<0.00$, $p<0.00$, $p<0.00$, $p<0.0009$ respectively). In male subjects 95% power is not equally distributed over left and right foot; left being dominant where in the case of female subjects they are equally distributed over both feet. In terms of regions, F and H load is almost equally distributed. In terms of Eyes Conditions as in variances male EC condition was significantly higher.
In the case of 95% power frequency, there is no significance between foots and eyes conditions. However, gender (male>female) and region comparison were significantly different ($p<0.00$). Considering regions of the foot Mid section ‘M’ has highest frequency range in males at about 9 Hz., where about 3.5 Hz. in females. ‘F’
region in males has about 3.95 Hz. and significantly higher than ‘H’ region however, females F and H region were not significantly different and were at about 0.55 Hz. This high frequency can be interpreted as high signal/noise ratio and since hindfoot region is almost static act as a support and much of the forces accumulated there, maximum power is attained at lower frequency values. Where in the case of Midfoot region, at lower amplitude maximum power is attained at higher frequencies.

![Figure 3-14 Power 95% frequency comparison by region](image1)

![Figure 3-15 Power 95% frequency comparison by region](image2)
We could not find any significant differences when P95% magnitude estimates were compared to P50% magnitude estimates. However, behavior at P50 frequencies were different in gender and regions respectively (p<0.0278, p<0.0379). However, gender behavior at different foot regions were similar.

![Power 50 % frequency comparison by gender](image)

**Figure 3-16 Power 50 % frequency comparison by gender**

When it comes to centroidal frequency CFREQ gender (male:0.94, female:0.31 Hz), regions(F:0.53, H:0.15, M:1.20 Hz) and eyes conditions(EC:0.55, EO:0.69) were significantly different (p<0.00, p<0.029 respectively). Both feet CFREQ were about 0.60 Hz. Males “M” region CFREQ was significantly larger (p<0.00) at about 1.79 Hz compared to male “F” and “H” regions and females. Moreover, males “F” region and female “M” region were about 0.86 and significantly larger than male “H” and female “F” and “H” regions.
Frequency dispersion FREQD demonstrates differences in gender (male: 0.818±0.003, female: 0.796±0.003) and regions (F: 0.797±0.004, H: 0.771±0.004, M: 0.854±0.004). Furthermore, females at EO condition (0.787±0.004) were significantly smaller than EC (0.807±0.004) and males at eyes conditions (p<0.0052)
3.3.2 Cross Spectral density function Estimates

Cross-Spectral density function estimates of normal force distribution at F and H, F and M, and H and M regions and their ‘cpsd’ magnitudes or gains, coherence values of interactions and phase angles were computed (see methods). A representative male and a female subject’s results are presented at Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22 respectively.
Figure 3.21: Representative Male Frequency Analysis Metrics Graphs

Frequency Domain Cross Spectral Density Estimate Results of a Representative Male
Figure 3.22: Representative Female Frequency Analysis Metrics Graphs
Figure 3-23 Coherence, magnitude and phase plots above 0.80 threshold coherence (males)
Figure 3-24 Coherence, magnitude and phase plots above 0.80 threshold coherence (females)
Since most of the coherence values are accumulated at 0-3 Hz region, and in order to better observe the correct behaviour, a 0.80 coherence value chosen. Accordingly, during the rest of the analysis data above this threshold value is considered. Representative plots over 0.80 are given in Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24.

Frequency domain metrics; \( \Delta \omega \) (see Methods and sections), maximum coherence and its frequency (see eqns), maximum magnitude and its frequency (see eqns) at 0-3 Hz frequency region of the cross-spectrum density function computed at three foot regions were demonstrated at Table 3-6. Moreover, 5 dimensional ANOVA results have been shown on Table 3-7. Than respective metrics were analyzed. For the entire subjects; time domain and frequency domain plots of the obtained and calculated data were presented at APPENDIX A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Eyes</th>
<th>Delta_( \omega )</th>
<th>Max-coher</th>
<th>Max-coher_freq</th>
<th>Max_gain</th>
<th>Max_gain_freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.45 ± .84</td>
<td>0.89 ± .21</td>
<td>0.7 ± .48</td>
<td>80.76 ± 138.81</td>
<td>0.12 ± .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1.03 ± .98</td>
<td>0.79 ± .33</td>
<td>2.56 ± 3.1</td>
<td>51.46 ± 84.61</td>
<td>2.21 ± 5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.12 ± .82</td>
<td>0.83 ± .28</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.51</td>
<td>53.35 ± 105.37</td>
<td>0.27 ± .37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.68 ± .74</td>
<td>0.76 ± .33</td>
<td>2.32 ± 4.69</td>
<td>55.04 ± 132.02</td>
<td>2.05 ± 4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.07 ± .88</td>
<td>0.75 ± .38</td>
<td>2.11 ± 5.7</td>
<td>11.91 ± 21.63</td>
<td>0.39 ± .89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1.13 ± .85</td>
<td>0.83 ± .28</td>
<td>1.41 ± 3.92</td>
<td>20.44 ± 22.14</td>
<td>0.98 ± 3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.13 ± .71</td>
<td>0.92 ± .05</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.46</td>
<td>38.4 ± 72.77</td>
<td>0.22 ± .21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1.24 ± .74</td>
<td>0.91 ± .04</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.55</td>
<td>26.85 ± 53.18</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.51 ± .72</td>
<td>0.56 ± .45</td>
<td>2.95 ± 7.03</td>
<td>4.32 ± 16.23</td>
<td>2.38 ± 5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.42 ± .67</td>
<td>0.46 ± .45</td>
<td>2.26 ± 5.68</td>
<td>0.92 ± 1.67</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.4 ± .64</td>
<td>0.63 ± .41</td>
<td>3.12 ± 5.67</td>
<td>0.52 ± 1.</td>
<td>2.84 ± 6.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.3 ± .62</td>
<td>0.49 ± .44</td>
<td>2.01 ± 3.84</td>
<td>4.77 ± 15.42</td>
<td>1.66 ± 4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>2.27 ± .7</td>
<td>0.96 ± .04</td>
<td>0.86 ± .48</td>
<td>207.59 ± 287.97</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>2.01 ± .8</td>
<td>0.96 ± .04</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.39</td>
<td>218.42 ± 260.81</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.79 ± .53</td>
<td>0.95 ± .03</td>
<td>1.44 ± 2.88</td>
<td>79.35 ± 131.02</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1.44 ± .79</td>
<td>0.89 ± .21</td>
<td>1.13 ± 2.98</td>
<td>54.4 ± 64.73</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.75 ± .7</td>
<td>0.94 ± .04</td>
<td>0.76 ± .41</td>
<td>9.62 ± 15.15</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1.6 ± .87</td>
<td>0.94 ± .05</td>
<td>1.48 ± 2.59</td>
<td>17.18 ± 26.58</td>
<td>1.81 ± 5.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.95 ± .9</td>
<td>0.74 ± .37</td>
<td>1.63 ± 3.25</td>
<td>8.91 ± 19.55</td>
<td>1.32 ± 3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.8 ± .86</td>
<td>0.84 ± .2</td>
<td>3.73 ± 5.89</td>
<td>12.83 ± 23.82</td>
<td>2.91 ± 5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>1.18 ± .9</td>
<td>0.87 ± .21</td>
<td>2.29 ± 3.9</td>
<td>3.23 ± 7.81</td>
<td>1.41 ± 2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1.09 ± .72</td>
<td>0.83 ± .28</td>
<td>1.8 ± 3.13</td>
<td>3.62 ± 6.66</td>
<td>0.77 ± 1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.26 ± .44</td>
<td>0.63 ± .41</td>
<td>3.21 ± 4.94</td>
<td>0.51 ± 1.71</td>
<td>2.86 ± 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.23 ± .45</td>
<td>0.47 ± .46</td>
<td>5.04 ± 7.29</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.15</td>
<td>3.74 ± 6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-7 ANOVA table for spectral values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$\Delta \omega$</th>
<th>Max. coherence</th>
<th>Max. coher.Freq.</th>
<th>Max.Gain</th>
<th>Max. Gain Freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.5193</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.6105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.0514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0611</td>
<td>0.2552</td>
<td>0.7313</td>
<td>0.2394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender$\times$subject</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender$\times$region</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>0.2761</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender$\times$foot</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.1153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender$\times$eyes</td>
<td>0.8021</td>
<td>0.4968</td>
<td>0.5287</td>
<td>0.7739</td>
<td>0.6261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region$\times$foot</td>
<td>0.4744</td>
<td>0.0988</td>
<td>0.5308</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region$\times$eyes</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.7818</td>
<td>0.0532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the frequency band metric ($\Delta \omega$ [Hz]); gender(M:1.281±0.048, F:0.874±0.048), foot(L:1.293±0.048, R:0.862±0.048), regions(FH:1.475±0.058, FM:1.208±0.058, HM:0.549±0.058) and eyes conditions(EC:1.157±0.048, EO:0.998±0.048) were found to be significantly different ($p<0.00$, $p<0.0187$ respectively). Furthermore, males Left foot (1.650±0.068) shows significantly higher bandwidth compared to its right foot (0.912±0.068) and females ($p<0.00$). On the other hand, when foot regions were compared with respect to gender, males’ FH region was significantly higher (1.880±0.083) than it’s other regions and females.
Maximum Coherence in the range of [0-3Hz] showed significant differences in gender (M: 0.835±0.019, F: 0.736±0.019), foot (L: 0.815±0.019, R: 0.755±0.019), regions (FH: 0.879±0.023, FM: 0.860±0.023, HM: 0.617±0.023) (p<0.00).
Furthermore, males Left foot (0.917±0.026) shows significantly higher coherence compared to its right foot (0.753±0.026) and females (p<0.00). On the other hand, when foot regions are compared with respect to gender, females’ HM region significantly showed lower coherence (0.537±0.032) than its other regions (FH: 0.817±0.032) and males (HM: 0.698±0.032 and FH: 0.940±0.032) (p<0.0124).
Maximum Coherence Frequency observed with respect to gender (at around 1.9Hz), foot (L: 1.649±0.256, R: 2.132±0.256) and eyes condition (EC: 1.698±0.256, EO: 2.083±0.256) are not significantly different. On the other hand, regions are significantly different (FH: 1.280±0.314, FM: 1.556±0.314, HM: 2.836±0.314, p<0.0004).

Moreover, when maximum coherence frequency is observed in left foot versus right foot due to gender, right foot (2.698±0.363) of male subjects are found to be significantly higher compared to left foot (1.301±0.363, p<0.0071). However, female subjects did not show any significant difference with respect to foot (1.782±0.363).
In terms of maximum magnitude $[N^2]$ (gain) of cross-spectral density function (CSDF - see Methods Chapter), gender (M: 51.313±6.305 F: 29.061±6.305), foot (L: 52.455±6.305, R: 27.919±6.305) regions (FH: 100.047±7.722, FM: 18.267±7.722, HM: 2.248±7.722) are significantly different (p<0.0049, p<0.00, p<0.002 respectively). When variation in magnitudes of CSDF is distributed over gender versus foot, male subjects showed a significantly higher value in their left foot (76.610±8.917) compared to right foot (26.016±8.917) and females (29.050±8.917, p<0.001).
When variation in magnitudes of CSDF is distributed over gender versus foot regions, male subjects showed a significantly higher value (p<0.00) in FH (139.941±10.921) with respect to other regions (FM: 18.267±10.921, HM: 2.248±10.921) and females (FH: 60.153±10.921). Additionally, when CSDF magnitudes variations over foot versus foot regions are distributed FH magnitude at left foot (139.558±10.921) showed a significantly higher value (p<0.00) when compared to right foot (60.537±10.921) and the other regions.
Frequency of maximum CSDF showed significant difference with respect to foot regions (FH: 0.652±0.283, FM: 1.017±0.283, HM: 2.013±0.283) however, gender (1.225±0.231), foot (L: 0.917±0.231, R: 1.538±0.231), and eyes condition (EC: 1.041±0.231, EO: 1.415±0.231) are not significantly different. Furthermore, when variation at the frequency of maximum CSDF is distributed over foot region versus eyes condition HM (2.372±0.400) is found to be slightly larger than the other two-foot regions (FH: 0.188±0.400, FM: 0.562±0.400) EC condition (p<0.0532).

![Figure 3-32 Maximum magnitude of CSDF comparison by region](image-url)
The above analysis is performed over 0-25 Hz region. Specific measures like maximum coherence, maximum magnitude (gain) of CSDF and its respective maximum frequency attained, maximum phase angles are all taken into account at
their maximum values. It has been seen that most of the dynamics of the system observed at [0-3 Hz] region. Consequently, it has been focused on that [0-3 Hz] region and looked at the mean coherence and mean phase angles for the full bandwidth and above threshold of 0.80. Again with obtained results ANOVA over gender, foot, region, and eyes calculated. Summary of the mean values were presented in Table 3-8.

Table 3-8 Coherence and Phase angles values and standard deviations in [0-3] Hz region. First and second columns of coherence and phase angle values are for all of the mean values of selected bandwidth. Third and fourth columns are for mean values above selected threshold value of 0.80.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Eyes</th>
<th>Mean Coherence</th>
<th>Mean Phase Angles</th>
<th>Mean Coherence (&gt;0.80)</th>
<th>Mean Phase Angles (&gt;0.80)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.53±0.25</td>
<td>158.39±26.15</td>
<td>0.83±0.03</td>
<td>162.94±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.41±0.22</td>
<td>130.42±36.33</td>
<td>0.62±0.03</td>
<td>118.63±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.47±0.23</td>
<td>29.21±30.48</td>
<td>0.78±0.03</td>
<td>155.67±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.49±0.24</td>
<td>21.33±23.36</td>
<td>0.61±0.02</td>
<td>125.71±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.32±0.21</td>
<td>121.55±39.65</td>
<td>0.70±0.03</td>
<td>8.49±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.34±0.19</td>
<td>102.98±36.97</td>
<td>0.74±0.03</td>
<td>6.64±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.47±0.24</td>
<td>148.89±30.69</td>
<td>0.86±0.03</td>
<td>17.00±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.36±0.21</td>
<td>134.89±38.47</td>
<td>0.85±0.03</td>
<td>8.83±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.50±0.23</td>
<td>26.02±25.41</td>
<td>0.41±0.02</td>
<td>84.68±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.47±0.23</td>
<td>25.21±25.41</td>
<td>0.40±0.01</td>
<td>66.59±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.33±0.20</td>
<td>117.80±37.98</td>
<td>0.48±0.01</td>
<td>78.36±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.28±0.17</td>
<td>102.92±40.01</td>
<td>0.36±0.01</td>
<td>50.87±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.72±0.19</td>
<td>166.57±14.09</td>
<td>0.89±0.04</td>
<td>171.12±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.65±0.21</td>
<td>161.24±18.62</td>
<td>0.89±0.04</td>
<td>161.19±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.63±0.21</td>
<td>15.63±14.75</td>
<td>0.87±0.04</td>
<td>167.60±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.61±0.22</td>
<td>15.02±14.24</td>
<td>0.83±0.04</td>
<td>156.41±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.49±0.23</td>
<td>154.25±27.87</td>
<td>0.87±0.04</td>
<td>10.75±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.46±0.23</td>
<td>148.69±28.66</td>
<td>0.79±0.04</td>
<td>11.64±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.59±0.23</td>
<td>162.43±19.05</td>
<td>0.61±0.02</td>
<td>14.10±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.52±0.24</td>
<td>156.26±24.20</td>
<td>0.65±0.02</td>
<td>17.83±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.47±0.21</td>
<td>22.38±21.61</td>
<td>0.77±0.03</td>
<td>152.32±0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.46±0.20</td>
<td>21.28±19.80</td>
<td>0.73±0.03</td>
<td>141.45±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>0.29±0.19</td>
<td>134.09±42.48</td>
<td>0.44±0.01</td>
<td>104.05±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.27±0.17</td>
<td>130.94±40.05</td>
<td>0.24±0.01</td>
<td>67.88±0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean coherence values for the frequency range of [0-3 Hz] are found to be significantly different in Gender(M:0.514±0.01, F:0.414±0.01), Foot(L:0.51±0.01, M:0.418±0.01), Region(FH:0.532±0.012, FM:0.512±0.012, HM:0.348±0.012) (p<0.00 for each) and Eyes(EO:0.444±0.01 EC:0.485±0.01) ( p<0.0023).
Furthermore, when variation in mean coherence values at frequency range of [0-3 Hz] is distributed over gender vs. foot, males left foot (0.593±0.013) is found to be significantly higher compared right foot (0.436±0.013) and females (p<0.00), gender vs. regions (p<0.0002) FH region in males (0.622±0.016) subjects are found significantly higher than females (0.443±0.016), region vs. eyes (p<0.0189) FH region only is significantly higher when eyes are closed (EO:0.485±0.016, EC:0.580±0.016).

![Mean Coherence value full bandwidth [0-3 Hz] (by Gender)](image)

**Figure 3-35 Mean coherence values on 0-3 Hz by gender**
On the other hand, mean coherence values above threshold are significantly different in Gender (M: 0.716±0.02, F: 0.637±0.02), Foot(L: 0.721±0.02, R: 0.632±0.02), Region(FH: 0.791±0.024, FM: 0.759±0.024, HM: 0.480±0.024), and Eyes(EO: 0.643±0.02 EC: 0.709±0.02) (p<0.0046, p<0.00, p<0.0013, p<0.0177 respectively).

Figure 3-37 Mean coherence values above threshold on 0-3 Hz by gender
Additionally, when variation in mean coherence values above threshold at frequency range of [0-3 Hz] is distributed over gender vs. foot, males left foot (0.825±0.028) is found to be significantly higher compared to right foot (0.606±0.028) and females (p<0.00), gender vs. regions (p<0.0028) FH region in males (0.870±0.034) are found significantly higher than females (0.711±0.034), region vs. foot (p<0.025), only HM region at right foot (0.381±0.034) is found to be significantly lower than the left foot (0.578±0.034), region vs. eyes (p<0.25).

Mean phase values for the frequency range of [0-3 Hz] are found to be significantly different in Gender (p<0.00) (M:107.40±1.597 in degrees, F:93.301±1.597 in degrees), Foot (p<0.1206) L:102.1107.40±1.597, R:98.6107.40±1.597), Region (p<0.00) (FH:152.389±1.957, FM:22.01±1.957, HM:126.652±1.957) and Eyes (p<0.0001) (EO:95.933±1.598 EC:104.768±1.598).
On the other hand, mean phase values above threshold were significantly different in Gender (p<0.00) (M:109.46±2.285, F:94.549±2.429) Foot(p<0.0703) (L105.028±2.323:, R:98.98±2.392), Region(p<0.00) (FH:161.58±2.708, FM:12.862±2.716, HM:131.569±3.206), and Eyes (p<0.0011) (EO:96.561±2.396 EC:107.447±2.311).
When variation in mean phase values at frequency range of [0-3 Hz] is distributed over gender vs. foot (p<0.341), gender vs. regions (p<0.00) FH region in males (161.630±2.767) are found significantly higher than females (143.148±2.767). Moreover, HM region is also significantly higher in males (141.99±2.767) than females(111.314±2.767). Gender vs. eyes (p<0.0222) EO(86.291±2.259) and
EC(100.311±2.259) condition in females are significantly lower compared to males respective eyes conditions (EO:105.575±2.259, EC:109.224±2.259).

Furthermore, when variation in mean phase values above threshold at frequency range of [0-3 Hz] is distributed over gender vs. foot (p<0.71), gender vs. regions (p<0.0018) HM region in males (147.780±4.285) subjects are found significantly higher than females (115.358±4.776), gender vs. eyes (p<0.0566) EO (85.958±3.486) condition in females are significantly lower than EC (103.140±3.348) condition and males. On the contrary to the mean phase angle values computed without threshold region vs. foot is found to be significantly different (p<0.0005 vs. p<0.0444). HM region in left foot is significantly higher (144.298±4.368) than HM region in Right foot (118.839±4.692).
CHAPTER 4

MATHEMATICAL MODELING FOR HUMAN ERECT POSTURE

4.1 Mathematical Foot Models

In order to understand the working mechanism and functions of the foot, various models were developed throughout the history. Early models were mostly descriptive and human foot was described as two half of a supporting column dated back to 1889 by Ellis [57]. Studies of Hicks, was a milestone for the understanding functions and capabilities, windlass effect and arched structure of the foot [10,51,58].

Most of the foot models were built considering clinical side in order to determine properties of the specific part of the foot. Namely plantar aponeurosis like Kim et al. [13], Gefen [59,60] and Cheung et al. [61] and biomechanical properties like Salathe et al. [62,63]. Some of the foot models were constructed using 3-Dimensional modeling techniques, where foot was modeled as musculoskeletal object and mostly related with gait, like works of Cheung et al. [64–66], Saraswat et al. [67], Chen et al.[68].

Incorporating a foot model for the control of human erect posture was seen mostly in posture studies as an inverted pendulum approach. Various models were introduced as stated in Chapter 1 of Introduction as Barin [6] , Winter and Prince et al. [2,69], King et al. [70], Alexandrov et al. [28,29], Mergner [3,27,71], Maurer and Peterka [26,27]. However, in most of these studies, human foot was taken as rigid non-deformable body and only ankle joint movement was emphasized. Recent studies on the other hand, were came into a conclusion that, human foot was a complex deformable body which must be taken into account as is, in posture studies [34,35].

The presented model here is among the first in mathematical foot models combining both deformable foot and an inverted pendulum on the ankle joint. Hence, posture study on deformable foot is modeled. The foot is taken as a truss structure and pillars are tied with tensional element, which is plantar aponeurosis. A reactive torque controls the inverted pendulum on ankle joint by ankle stiffness and
co-contraction and reciprocal innervation of muscles. This action is simplified as torsional spring and damper for the time being and a control strategy is induced.

### 4.2 Model Presentation

A mathematical model for human erect posture has been developed, where a deformable foot has been used in order to drive and control the human inertial body mass and the parameters of the model were estimated by analyzing the experimental data.

![Mathematical Foot Model](image)

**Figure 4-1 A Mathematical foot model that is presented**

Reactive Torque $T_3^R$ has been divided over $l_1$ and $l_2$ as $T_3^1$ and $T_3^2$ respectively, with a proportion of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ according to the observations made previously. These equations are represented as;
\[ T_3^R = T_3^2 + T_3^1 \]

where
\[ T_3^2 = \alpha T_3 \text{ and } T_3^1 = \beta T_3 \]  

(4.1)

Sum of these proportion were taken as unity as \( \alpha + \beta = 1 \). While taking this proportions following assumption were made:

- Calcaneous bone has a buttress effect as discussed previously due to its strong structure
- Previous studies shows high frictional coefficient at heel region such that is treated as fixed to ground
- In such a truss structure as in Figure 4.1 since calcaneous is treated as fixed joint torque is transmitted to the least resistance to torque part of the structure. As in electrical current flowing more at lower resistance on its path.

Virtual Work equation is written according to given reference positions as

\[
\delta U = -\alpha T_3 \delta \theta_2 - \beta T_3 \delta \theta_21 + T_3 (\delta \theta_3 + \delta \theta_2) - l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 (\delta \theta_2 + \delta \theta_3) - \]
\[
m_3 g \delta S G_3 \cos(\theta G_3) - m_3 a_{G3} \delta S G_3 - m_3 a_{G3}^{\prime} \delta S G_3 + F_{PA} \delta S \]  

(4.2)

based on the notation in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2.

4.3 Loop Equations

For the solution of above virtual work equation, velocity and acceleration values have to be determined. In order to that vector loop equations have to be constructed. Vector loops are frequently used in kinematic analysis of mechanical linkages and the motion analysis of mechanisms is based on expressing these loops mathematically. There exist two loops in the structure, the first is being a virtual one from calcaneous C, to ankle joint A and through COM location. The second one is among calcaneous C to metatarsals M and to ankle joint A.
For that reason loop equations are constructed and solved accordingly.

Loop Equation 1:

\[ l_2 e^{i\theta_2} + l_3 e^{i\theta_3} = S_{G3} e^{i\theta_G3} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Taking into account real and imaginary parts;

\text{Re:} \quad l_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_3 \cos \theta_3 = S_{G3} \cos \theta_{G3} \hspace{1cm} (4.4)
\text{Im:} \quad l_2 \sin \theta_2 + l_3 \sin \theta_3 = S_{G3} \sin \theta_{G3}

Squaring both sides of the equations and collecting terms

\[ l_2^2 + l_3^2 + 2l_2l_3 \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_3) = S_{G3}^2 \]
\[ \Rightarrow \quad S_{G3} = \sqrt{l_2^2 + l_3^2 + 2l_2l_3 \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_3)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)
and dividing both sides of Equation 4.4

\[ \tan \theta_{G3} = \frac{l_2 \sin \theta_2 + l_3 \sin \theta_3}{l_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_3 \cos \theta_3} \]  

(4.6)

and

\[ \theta_{G3} = \arctan \left( \frac{l_2 \sin \theta_2 + l_3 \sin \theta_3}{l_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_3 \cos \theta_3} \right) \]  

(4.7)

In order to obtain velocity and acceleration terms, further differentiation of Loop Equation 1, which is Equation 4.3 to obtain velocity loop:

\[ l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 e^{i \theta_2} + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 e^{i \theta_3} = \dot{S}_{G3} e^{i \theta_{G3}} + S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} e^{i \theta_{G3}} \]  

(4.8)

we multiply both side of the equation with \( e^{-i \theta_{G3}} \) for obtain better equations afterwards, then we obtain,

\[ l_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 e^{i(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3})} + l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 e^{i(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3})} = \dot{S}_{G3} + iS_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} \]  

(4.9)

Splitting its real and imaginary parts:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Re:} & \quad -l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) = \dot{S}_{G3} \\
\text{Im:} & \quad l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) = S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.10)

The total differential of any set of system position vectors \( r_i \), that are functions of other variables, \( \{ q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_m \} \) and time \( t \) may be expressed as follows:

\[ dr_i = \frac{\partial r_i}{\partial t} dt + \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{\partial r_i}{\partial q_j} dq_j \]  

(4.11)
If, instead, we want the virtual displacement (virtual differential displacement), then:

\[
\delta r = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{\partial r}{\partial q_j} \delta q_j
\]  

(4.12)

Accordingly, we pass to virtual displacements required for the virtual work method and rewrite the Equation 4.10:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Re: } & -l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) = \delta S_{G3} \\
\text{Im: } & l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) = S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3}
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.13)

Equation 4.8 further differentiated to obtain acceleration equation as:

\[
\begin{align*}
l_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 e^{i \theta_2} - l_2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 e^{i \theta_2} + l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 e^{i \theta_3} - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 e^{i \theta_3} &= \ddot{S}_{G3} e^{i \theta_{G3}} + \dot{S}_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} e^{i \theta_{G3}} \\
+ \ddot{S}_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} e^{i \theta_{G3}} + S_{G3} \ddot{\theta}_{G3} e^{i \theta_{G3}} - S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3}^2 e^{i \theta_{G3}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.14)

we multiply both sides of the Equation 4.14 with \(e^{-i \theta_{G3}}\) to obtain,

\[
\begin{align*}
l_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 e^{(i \theta_2 - \theta_{G3})} - l_2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 e^{(i \theta_2 - \theta_{G3})} + l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 e^{(i \theta_3 - \theta_{G3})} - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 e^{(i \theta_3 - \theta_{G3})} &= \\
\ddot{S}_{G3} + 2i \dot{S}_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} + S_{G3} \ddot{\theta}_{G3} i - S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3}^2
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.15)

Splitting into their real and imaginary parts.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Re: } & -l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) = S_{G3} - S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3}^2 \text{ which is } a_{G3}^t
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.16)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Im: } & l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) = 2 \dot{S}_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} + S_{G3} \dot{\theta}_{G3} \text{ which is } a_{G3}^\prime
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.17)
which are actually normal and tangential components of $a_{G3}$ where tangential acceleration has also had coriolis acceleration in it.

Another loop is shown in Figure 4.1 and named as Loop 2 and it is constructed as:

$$l_2 e^{i\theta_2} + l_1 e^{i\theta_{21}} = S$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

This loop equation further split in to their real and imaginary parts as

Re: $l_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_1 \cos \theta_{21} = S$
Im: $l_2 \sin \theta_2 + l_1 \sin \theta_{21} = 0$  \hspace{1cm} (4.19)

from the above equation $\theta_{21}$ can be taken as

$$\theta_{21} = -\arcsin \left( \frac{l_2}{l_1} \sin \theta_2 \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

Substitute above into Equation 4.19. Real part we can obtain $S(t)$ as:

$$S(t) = l_2 \cos \theta_2 - l_1 \cos \left( \arcsin \left( \frac{l_2}{l_1} \sin \theta_2 \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.21)

Following these equations velocity loop equation is obtained and then separated in to real and imaginary components as:

$$l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 e^{i\theta_2} + l_1 \dot{\theta}_{21} e^{i\theta_{21}} = \dot{S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.22)

Re: $-l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \sin \theta_2 - l_1 \dot{\theta}_{21} \sin \theta_{21} = \dot{S}$
Im: $l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_1 \dot{\theta}_{21} \cos \theta_{21} = 0$  \hspace{1cm} (4.23)
Equation 4.23 can be rewritten in term of virtual displacements

\[
\text{Re: } -l_2 \delta \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 - l_1 \delta \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 = \delta S
\]

\[
\text{Im: } l_2 \delta \theta_2 \cos \theta_2 + l_1 \delta \theta_2 \cos \theta_2 = 0
\]  

(4.24)

From the above equation,

\[
\delta \theta_{21} = -\frac{l_2 \cos \theta_2 \delta \theta_2}{l_1 \cos \theta_{21}}
\]  

(4.25)

putting Equation 4.25 in to Real part of Equation 4.24

\[
\delta S = l_2 \left( \cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_{21} - \sin \theta_2 \right) \delta \theta_2
\]  

(4.26)

can be obtained.

All of the calculated values are put into virtual work equation and following expression is obtained.

\[
\delta U = -\alpha T_2 \delta \theta_2 - \beta T_2 \delta \theta_{21} + T_1 (\delta \theta_2 + \delta \theta_3) - l_1 \delta \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 - l_3 \delta \theta_3 \cos \theta_3
\]

\[
- m_3 \left[ l_2 \delta \theta_2 \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \delta \theta_3 \cos (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \right] \cos \theta_{G3}
\]

\[
- m_3 \left[ l_2 \delta \theta_2 \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \delta \theta_3 \cos (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \right] \sin \theta_{G3}
\]

\[
\left[ l_2 \delta \theta_2 \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - l_2 \delta \theta_2 \sin (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \delta \theta_3 \cos (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \delta \theta_3 \sin (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \right] \cos \theta_{G3}
\]

\[
\left[ -l_2 \delta \theta_2 \sin (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - l_2 \delta \theta_2 \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \delta \theta_3 \sin (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) - l_3 \delta \theta_3 \cos (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \right] \sin \theta_{G3}
\]

\[
[k(S - S_0) + b l_2 (\cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_{21} - \sin \theta_2) \delta \theta_2]
\]  

(4.27)

Equation 4.27 further expanded to obtain an expression in terms of \( \delta \theta_2 \) and \( \delta \theta_3 \).

First, \( m_3 \) terms are for \( \delta \theta_2 \) expanded:

\[
- m_3 l_2 \delta \theta_2 \left[ \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \delta \theta_2 - \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \sin (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \right] + \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \cos (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \delta \theta_3 - \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \sin (\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \right] l_3 \delta \theta_3
\]  

(4.28)
\[-m_2 l_2 \delta \theta_2 \left[ \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 + \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 \right] + \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 + \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 \right] \right] \tag{4.29}

and plus another term for \( \delta \theta_3 \)

\[-m_3 l_3 \delta \theta_3 \left[ \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 - \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 \right] + \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 - \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 \right] \right] \tag{4.30}

\[-m_3 l_3 \delta \theta_3 \left[ \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 + \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) l_2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 \right] + \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 + \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 \right] \right] \tag{4.31}

Combining Equations 4.28 - 4.31:

\[-m_2 l_2 \delta \theta_2 \left[ l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \right] \tag{4.32}

\[-m_3 l_3 \delta \theta_3 \left[ l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) + l_3 \dot{\theta}_3 \right] \tag{4.33}

Reactive Torque \( T_{R3} \), is presented in Equation 4.1. This representation is rearranged to put in to energy equations as

\[-\alpha T_3 \delta \theta_2 - \beta T_3 \delta \theta_2 + T_3 (\delta \theta_2 + \dot{\theta}_3) \tag{4.34}\]

Using \( \delta \theta_2 \) representation in Equation 4.25 Equation 4.34 is rearranged as;

\[-\alpha T_3 \delta \theta_2 - \beta T_3 \left( -\frac{l_2 \cos \theta_3}{l_3 \cos \theta_{G3}} \right) \delta \theta_2 + T_3 (\delta \theta_2 + \dot{\theta}_3) \tag{4.35}\]

Rearranging Torque terms are presented as:
Solving Obtained Equations

Plantar Aponeurosis is modeled using a spring and damper combination and its Force representation is given simply as:

\[ F_{PA} = k(S - S_0) + b \dot{S} \] (4.37)

where \( k \) is the elastic spring constant, \( b \) as damping coefficient, \( S \) distance between C and M and \( S_0 \) is the initial length of the spring/damper complex. Since this model is constructed for posture analysis, when erect posture is concerned, plantar aponeurosis is taken as under compression in natural position and under corrective torque effect. Sign convention is taken accordingly. Then required \( \dot{S} \) term is calculated as;

\[ \dot{S} = -l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \sin \theta_2 - l_1 \dot{\theta}_{21} \sin \theta_{21} \] (4.38)

Where,

\[ \dot{\theta}_{21} = -\frac{l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos \theta_2}{l_1 \cos \theta_{21}} \] (4.39)

Arranging terms;

\[ \dot{S} = l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 (\cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_{21} - \sin \theta_2) \] (4.40)

Finally, plantar aponeurosis force is calculated using below,

\[ F_{PA} = \left[ k(S - S_0) + b l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 (\cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_{21} - \sin \theta_2) \right] \] (4.41)
Having completed required parts; all of the terms are collected with respect to \( \delta \theta_2 \) and \( \delta \theta_3 \).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-I_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 - m_3 g l_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \cos \theta_{G3} - m_3 l_3^2 \ddot{\theta}_2 - m_3 l_2 \ddot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \\
-m_3 l_2 \ddot{\theta}_3 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_3) + k(S - S_0) [l_2 (\cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_21 - \sin \theta_2)] + \\
\left(1 - \alpha + \beta \frac{l_2 \cos \theta_2}{l_1 \cos \theta_{21}}\right) T_3
\end{bmatrix} = 0 \quad (4.42)
\]

and

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
T_3 - I_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 - m_3 g l_3 \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \cos \theta_{G3} - m_3 l_3^2 \ddot{\theta}_3 - m_3 l_2 \ddot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \\
-m_3 l_3 \ddot{\theta}_2 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_2)
\end{bmatrix} = 0 \quad (4.43)
\]

These equations were solved for \( \ddot{\theta}_2 \) and \( \ddot{\theta}_3 \) using Cramer’s Law and put in a matrix form as shown below:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
I_{11} & I_{12} \\
I_{21} & I_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ddot{\theta}_2 \\
\ddot{\theta}_3
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
T_1 \\
T_2
\end{bmatrix}
\quad (4.44)
\]

Putting the values in:
Using $C = \frac{B}{A}$ matrix operation following angular acceleration terms are obtained using MATLAB® MuPAD solver:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-m_l^2 & I_3 + m_l^2 l_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \\
m_l^2 l_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) & I_3 + m_l^2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta}_2 \\
\dot{\theta}_3
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
-\n_l \ddot{\theta}_1 - m_g l_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_{G3} - m_l^2 \ddot{\theta}_2 - m_l^2 l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \\
-m_l^2 l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_3) + k(S - S_0) [l_2 (\cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_{21} - \sin \theta_2)] +
\end{bmatrix}
\left(1 - \alpha + \beta \frac{l_3 \cos \theta_2}{l_2 \cos \theta_{21}}\right) T_3
\]
\[T_3 - l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3 - m_g l_3 \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3}) \cos(\theta_{G3} - m_l^2 \ddot{\theta}_3 - m_l^2 l_3 \ddot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) - m_l^2 l_3 \dot{\theta}_3^2 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_2)\]

Using $C = \frac{B}{A}$ matrix operation following angular acceleration terms are obtained using MATLAB® MuPAD solver:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
(I_3 + l_3 l_2 m_l \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3)) \sigma_4 \\
-m_l^2 + I_3 \sigma_3
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_1 \\
\sigma_2
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
l_2 \sigma_4 + I_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \sigma_3 \\
-I_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) \sigma_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\sigma_1 = -l_3^2 l_3^2 m_3^2 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3)^2 + l_3^2 l_3^2 m_3^2 + I_3 l_3^2 m_3 - l_3^2 l_3 m_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3)
\]

\[
\sigma_2 = -l_3 m_3 l_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3)^2 + l_3 m_3 l_3 - I_3 l_3 \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_3) + I_3 l_3
\]

\[
\sigma_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha + l_2 (k(\sigma_6 - S_0 + l_2 \cos \theta_2)) - bl_2 \dot{\theta}_1 \sigma_5 - \frac{\beta l_2 \cos \theta_2}{\sigma_6} \\
+ l_3 l_3 \ddot{\theta}_3^2 \sin(\theta_2 - \theta_3) + m_g l_3 \cos(\theta_{G3} \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_{G3}) - 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\sigma_4 = -T_3 + l_3 l_3 m_3 \ddot{\theta}_3^2 \sin(\theta_3 - \theta_2) + m_g l_3 \cos(\theta_{G3} \cos(\theta_3 - \theta_{G3})
\]

\[
\sigma_5 = \sin \theta_2 - \tan(\theta_{21})
\]
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can be found.

These calculations are modeled using MATLAB© Simulink and results are obtained.

4.5 Calculation of Reaction Forces

For the calculation of reaction forces at point C and M where they refer to Calcaneous and Metatarsal reaction forces. Dynamic equilibrium equations are written as for the upper link:

\[
\sigma_\theta = l_1 \cos \left( -\arcsin \left( \frac{l_2 \sin \theta_2}{l_1} \right) \right) = l_1 \cos \theta_{21}
\]  
(4.52)

Figure 4-3: Upper link of the model

\[
\sum F_x : A_x + m_3 \dot{a}_{G3}^n \sin \theta_{G3} - m_3 \dot{a}_{G3}^u \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \theta_{G3} \right) = 0
\]

\[
\Rightarrow A_x = m_3 \dot{a}_{G3}^u \cos \theta_{G3} - m_3 \dot{a}_{G3}^n \sin \theta_{G3}
\]  
(4.53)
For the Lower link:

\[
+ \sum F_y : A_y = -m_3 g - m_3 a_{G3}^1 \cos \theta_{G3} - m_3 a_{G3}^n \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \theta_{G3} \right) = 0
\]

\[
\Rightarrow A_y = m_3 g + m_3 a_{G3}^1 \cos \theta_{G3} + m_3 a_{G3}^n \sin(\theta_{G3})
\]

(4.54)

For the Lower link:

![Figure 4-4 Lower Link of the foot model for reaction forces calculation](image)

\[
T_3 = k_3 (Th - \theta_3) + b_3 \dot{\theta}_3 A_y - m_3 g
\]

(4.55)

Here a threshold value (Th) around 90°, which is introduced as a corrective action of the pendulum.

\[
+ \sum F_x = 0 : [A_x = C_x]
\]

(4.56)

\[
+ \sum F_y = 0 : [A_y = M_y + C_y]
\]

(4.57)

\[
\sum M_c = 0 : [M_y S - A_y d_c + A_x a - T_3 = 0]
\]

where

\[
dc(t) = l_2 \cos \dot{\theta}_2(t) \text{ and } a(t) = l_2 \sin \theta_2(t)
\]

(4.58)
Therefore;

\[ M_y = \frac{T_3 - A_xa(t) + A_ydc(t)}{S(t)} \] (4.59)

When this formulation has been completed a Matlab Simulink model was constructed and simulation was performed. The model representation is presented below in Figure 4-5. Proceeding, corresponding subgroup figures are presented.
Figure 4-5 Matlab Simulink model representation
Figure 4: Sigma-1 subgroup
Figure 4-7 Sigma-2 Subgroup
Figure 4-9 Sigma-4 subgroup
Figure 4-10 Normal component of acceleration subgroup
Figure 4.11 Tangential component of acceleration subgroup
Figure 4-12 Theta_G3 subgroup
Figure 4-13 S subgroup

Figure 4-14 Ax component of reaction forces subgroup

Figure 4-15 Theta_21 subgroup
Figure 4-16 Ay component of reaction forces subgroup

Figure 4-17 My component of reaction forces subgroup
4.6 Simulation Results

Deformable foot mathematical model and formulation are presented in the previous sections. Here in this section, simulation results that are run on the MATLAB® Simulink module, are presented.

4.6.1 Simulink Simulation Results

Simulation is performed using ode45 (Dormand-Prince) variable-step type solver with 0-5000 seconds time option. Other configuration settings are taken as default. Before beginning of each experiment basic dimensions of subjects’ foot are recorded. They are whole foot length, from tuberosity of calcaneous to metatarsals region above sesamoid bone, tuberosity of calcaneous to downward projection of ankle joint and height of the ankle joint from plantar face of foot using a specially designed apparatus. Representative male subject measurements are shown in Figure 4-18.

![Figure 4-18 A representative male subject measurements](image)

4.6.2 Results for a Representative Male

Accordingly performing the basic calculations parameters required for the mathematical model are calculated. For a male subject data presented in Figure 4-18 where weight of the subject is 873 N which is 89 kg in mass, height of 178 cm, where height of center of gravity is taken as 0.55-0.575 of body height [72] about 0.98 cm from ground and about 0.88 cm from the ankle joint. \(l_1\) and \(l_2\) calculated as approximately 170 and 124 mm respectively (see Figure 4-18). \(\theta_2\) is then found to be 61 degrees and taken as initial conditions. Moreover for \(\theta_3\) initial value taken 88 degrees. According to anthropometric studies of human foot and ankle by Isman et al. \(\theta_2\) is defined as “angle between axis of talocalcaneal joint and horizontal plane”.
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It's value ranges between 20-68 degrees and mean value is 41±9 degrees as in Figure 4-19 [73].

![Figure 4-19 Angle between axis of talocalcaneal joint and horizontal plane.](image)

Reactive torque $T_3^R$ torsional stiffness $k_t$ (see Equation 4.55) is taken as 2000 Nm/rad. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ values are taken 0.2 and 0.8 since these values are found to be the best values for stable region. Moment of Inertia of the single pendulum model is taken simply as $I_3 = m_3 l_3^2$. Although many different suggestions are presented this simple representation suffices for the model. Parameters used for these calculations are shown on Table 4-1 and output of the simulation is given in Figure 4-19 – 21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-1 Simulation parameters of a representative male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_2$ [deg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_3$ [deg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_t$ [N/m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_t$ [Ns/rad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$ [N/m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ [Ns/m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Th$ [deg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_3$ [kg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_3$ [kgm2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_1$ [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_2$ [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_3$ [m]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-20 Simulation output of a representative male subject case-1
Figure 4-21 Simulation output of a representative male subject case -2

\[ \alpha = 0.2 \]
\[ \beta = 0.8 \]
\[ T_h \ [\text{deg}] = 91 \]
\[ k [\text{N/m}] = 10000 \]
\[ b [\text{Ns/m}] = 125 \]
\[ k_1 [\text{N/m}] = 1500 \]
\[ b_1 [\text{Ns/rad}] = 20 \]
\[ m_3 [\text{kg}] = 88.99 \]
\[ I_3 [\text{kgm}^2] = 67.67 \]
\[ I_4 [\text{Nm}] = 0.17 \]
\[ I_5 [\text{Nm}] = 0.124 \]
\[ I_6 [\text{Nm}] = 0.872 \]
\[ S_0 [\text{Nm}] = 0.19 \]
Figure 4-22 Simulation output of a representative male subject case-3

\[ \alpha = 0.2 \]
\[ \beta = 0.8 \]
\[ T_h [\text{deg}] = 90 \]
\[ k [\text{N/m}] = 10000 \]
\[ b [\text{Ns/m}] = 125 \]
\[ k_s [\text{N/m}] = 1200 \]
\[ b_1 [\text{Ns/ rad}] = 20 \]
\[ m_1 [\text{kg}] = 88.99 \]
\[ I_3 [\text{kgm}^2] = 67.67 \]
\[ I_1 [\text{m}] = 0.17 \]
\[ I_2 [\text{m}] = 0.124 \]
\[ S_1 [\text{m}] = 0.19 \]
Figure 4-23 Load Shifting Mechanism can be seen in upper and lower peak values.
4.6.3 Results for a Representative Female

For a representative female subject following results are obtained. Measured dimensions of a subject are presented in Figure 4-24.

![Figure 4-24 A representative female subject measurements](image)

Table 4-2 Simulation parameters of a representative female

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ₂ [deg]</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ₃ [deg]</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kₜ [N/m]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bₜ [Ns/rad]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k [N/m]</td>
<td>17500</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b [Ns/m]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th [deg]</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m₃ [kg]</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I₃ [kgm²]</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l₁ [m]</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l₂ [m]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l₃ [m]</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-25 Simulation output of a representative female subject case-1
Figure 4-26 Simulation output of a representative female subject case-2
Figure 4.27 Simulation output of a representative female subject case-3
Figure 4-28 Load Shifting Mechanism can be seen in upper and lower peak values.
It can be observed examining the simulation outputs of male and female subjects that, change of critical variables like torsional stiffness and damping coefficients “$k_t$”, “$b_t$”, plantar aponeurosis (PA) stiffness and damping coefficients, “$k$”, “$b$” and threshold angle “$Th$” effects the simulation output dramatically. The values of these variables are taken mostly from the works of Kim et al. [13], Gefen[60] and Gürses [48].

In the male subject of “case-1” with reactive torque components $k_t = 2000$ N/m and $b_t = 5$ Ns/rad. PA components $k = 15000$ N/m and $b = 100$ Ns/m, then the system came to rest or stability at about 300 seconds. For a real human body this must be maintained in milliseconds. Rearranging the variables and increasing $b_t = 20$ Ns/rad, decreasing $k_t = 1500$ N/m and increasing PA $b = 125$ Ns/m and decreasing $k = 10000$ N/m the system stability is reduced 10 times to 30 seconds in “case-2”. Similar observation can be seen in female subject. It is clear that 30 seconds does not represent the real human behavior, however response of the model to change of variables can be observed. When the correct values are given to the system we may see the real human performance. The correct values of these variables differ from person to person actually. The working ranges of the variables are to be determined from human experiments specifically designed for the variable in subject. Figures 4-23 and 4-28 shows the LSM for both male and females as in the real case, due to sway of the inverted pendulum.
CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Discussion

Many deductions can be reached based on examining and interpreting the results of the experiments. In all of the interactions there is a single fact that; males and females are different in every aspect of using their feet. Utilization of left and right foot, using F, M and H regions and co-ordination of F-H, F-M and H-M force-couples, emphasizes the "Load Shifting Mechanism (LSM)".

Firstly, average contact areas of male and females were different. Forefoot and hindfoot areas of males were larger than females. Meanwhile midfoot mean contact area was larger in females. Putti et al. has expressed his findings as “the contact area is greater in males than in females, however there are no significant differences between gender in the peak pressure characteristics of the feet” [74], but it is not so in our case.

Secondly, average normal force on males' left foot is significantly larger than their right foot and the vice versa for females. Considering the fact that all of the subjects are right-handed, a question of laterality arises. This topic has taken many interests in research [75–79] and importance of laterality on posture and gait was emphasized. Even at early dates by Hirasawa [80], the importance of laterality on standing posture that uses left foot as support and supplementary function of right foot was found. It was also stated that there was a significant difference between male and female subjects. In our study it has been seen that, on males left foot dominance and LSM is clearly observed, but it is not so clear, in females.

In time domain analysis it is observed that F-M regions are acting together. A positive (+) correlation has been found between them. Meanwhile, there is a negative (-) correlation between F and H regions. In frequency domain analysis, auto and cross correlations were analyzed and looked for coherence, gain and phase values. Considering phase angles, F force and M force are in phase at zero degree, F and H forces are out of phase at 180 degrees.
Having completed phase considerations, cross correlations of FH, FM & HM and their coherence values (above 0.80) are analyzed. It has been observed that, most of the posture dynamics occurred at lower frequencies around 0-5 Hz regions. There were also high-frequency values 7 Hz, 14 Hz even 20-25 Hz. However, their reason of presence could not be determined at this time, whether they are a kind of control signal or not. Maximum correlation was observed at FH and FM regions, and minimum at HM region. In male subjects, left foot and FH region dominance is observed. Meanwhile, in female subjects slightly larger FM dominance is seen. FH region used the maximum frequency bandwidth and maximum coherence in males, while the FM region of females used slightly larger bandwidth and maximum coherence.

Considering the 95% power calculations of force regions, a significant difference between genders and feet was clearly revealed. Moreover, it is observed that in the mid-foot section, high-frequency activities take place. Accordingly, an order of frequency distribution was determined for H – F – M regions respectively from lower to higher. High frequency value observations may be a consequence of plantar fascia interaction or high signal/noise ratio at M region.

Gender difference is a major separation point and lateralization of foot is another important aspect. It is observed in both Power (P95%, P50%) and frequency domain calculations; gender difference among subjects is significant. As for the use of feet, left foot is more frequently used among right-handed subject set. Left foot dominance is observed mainly in males, whereas foot usage is almost equal in females. In addition, in terms of regions, FH correlation is dominant in males, whereas FM correlation is more dominant in females.

Foot pressure distributions between males and females were studied before. However, except for the anatomical differences due plantar area, no difference is found. As a matter of fact, there are many differences. These differences may result from stiffness variability in plantar aponeurosis between male and female, affecting the mediolateral arch height[82]. Therefore, considering the arch index and arch height can be a good correlation point.
5.2 Conclusion

Mathematical model constructed has been solved analytically and simulation results are obtained. However, parameter identification and determination of stability points must be calculated. When looking at the load distribution; although inverted pendulum is stabilized at expected region, metatarsals have been carrying more weight than hind foot region. Contrary hindfoot carries more weight than metatarsals in experimental results. Since, COM line of action to ground always passing through modified front side of the model, that is $\theta$, around 85-89.5° and including moment arms, metatarsals carry more weight than hind foot region. In such a truss model the hardest part of the problem is to maintain virtual arch height where most of the job is on stiffness of plantar aponeurosis. However, considering the model as a "tied curved arched" shape instead of a "truss model" solves half of the problem. Due to arched structure, an internal stiffness is induced. Then, at ankle joint location an inverted pendulum can be constructed. Since COM is more close to hind foot region, due arched nature load can be distributed as in the real human foot. This type of arched structure was already suggested by Hicks, and Wright et al., [34,58].

Further analysis can be made using nonlinear analysis methods or principal component analysis, coupling force data with center of pressure (COP) movement, where COP distribution can be enclosed in an ellipsoid. Hence, principal directions are determined and force fields are coupled accordingly by comparing the actual results.

Since, human nature is actually a nonlinear and chaotic system, application of a nonlinear control strategy for the control torque would be a better alternative for a more realistic foot model.

During the experiments, we worked on anterior-posterior axis, so medial-lateral axis can be considered and cross correlations can be taken into account. In fact, higher coherence values are observed at cross sides of foot, like left foot-front and right foot-hindfoot regions.

It has also been observed that the emotional state of the subjects, directly affects the distribution of the load signals. Further improved experiments are suggested in order to better clarify such situations.
Posturography is based on the resultant COP signals. Recent works mostly concentrated on analyzing left and right foot COP signals separately [83–85]. Therefore, further analysis based on combining the foot and its application of posture metrics like COP variances (the data was already collected in our case) can deliver more promising results in the future.

To conclude, there is no better ending line for this study other than the statement made by the early 20th century anatomist, Frederick Wood Jones: "Man's foot is all his own. It is unlike any other foot. It is the most distinctly human part of his whole anatomical makeup. It is a human specialization and, whether he be proud of it or not, it is his hall-mark and so long as Man has been Man and so long as he remains Man, it is by his feet that he will be known from all other members of the animal kingdom" [86,87]
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APPENDIX A

TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN PLOTS
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this part time and frequency domain plots of individuals namely 7 males and 7 females are presented. Since analysis are performed in both time and frequency domain, there are many figures to be presented. These figures are divided into two for each person. In the first part force distribution of Left and Right Foot F, H, M in time domain in its natural form and detrended signals are plotted. Then, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the force signals of Left/Right foot are taken and plotted as the third plot. Frequency axis of FFT plot is restricted at 3 Hz, because except for the 3 male subjects, no significant value over that value exists.

In the Frequency domain part of the analysis, Cross Power Spectral Density (CPSD) of the FH, FM and HM interactions are taken into account. Accordingly, CPSD magnitude or gain, Phase angles and Coherence plots of those interactions are plotted. Magnitude or Gain Plots frequency axis is restricted to 1 Hz, because over that value, signal values mostly goes to zero. Phase Angles and Coherence plot frequency axis are divided into three frequency ranges, 0-3 Hz as “Low”, 3-10 Hz as “Mid” and 10-25 Hz as “High” regions where their reason was mentioned in the context.
Figure A-1: Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject.
Figure A.2 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject-1
Figure A-3 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject-2
Figure A-4 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject-2
Figure A.5 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject.
Figure A-6 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject 3.
Figure A-7 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject-4
Figure A.8 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject 4.
Figure A-0: Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject-5
Figure A-10 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject S.5.
Figure A-11 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject-6
Figure A.12 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject 6.
Figure A-13: Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a male subject.
Figure A.14 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of male subject 7.
Figure A-15 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a female subject-1
Figure A-16 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject-1.
Figure A-17 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a female subject-2
Figure A-18: Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject 2.
Figure A-19 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a female subject-3
Figure A-20 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject-3
Figure A-21 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a female subject-4
Figure A-22 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject-4
Figure A.23 Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a female subject-5
Figure A-24 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject - 5
Figure A-25: Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a Female Subject-6
Figure A-26 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject-6
Figure A-27: Force Distribution on Time and Frequency Domain of a female subject-7
Figure A-28 Frequency Domain CPSD Magnitude, Phase Angle and Coherence plots of female subject 7
MATLAB codes of the experimental data are presented here. It consists of firstly, time series analysis codes and secondly frequency domain analysis codes. Additional functions created are presented at the end of the related code.

**B-1 Time Domain Analysis Codes:**

```matlab
%% Used to process all mat files of subjects’ trials process and plot their respective figures and regressions

clear all;

pathname='Pressure_Pad_Exp/male_mats/';
cd(pathname);
files=dir('*.*');

% Read txt files into Matlab. Since data is collected at 50 Hz. There are 9000 data points

time_lower_range=1;
time_upper_range=9000;

file_header(1,1:14)={'Filename','Foot','meanF','meanH','meanM','varF','varH','varM', 'r','m','b','F-M','F-H','H-M'}; % CSV text file header is determined.

dlmcell('results.txt',file_header,',');

for i=1:2:size(files)
    filename = (files(i).name);
    filelength=length(files(i).name);
    k=filename(1:filelength-8);
    leftfile=strcat(pathname,k,'L.mat'); %Left foot file is read
    leftf=strcat(k,'L.mat');
    rightfile=strcat(pathname,k,'R.mat'); %Right foot file is read
    rightf=strcat(k,'R.mat');

    load(leftfile);
    load(rightfile);
```
% LEFT Foot Force values

t=t(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);
FL=FL(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);
HL=HL(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);
ML=ML(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);

% Right Foot Force values

FR=FR(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);
HR=HR(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);
MR=MR(time_lower_range:time_upper_range);

%Required mean values of forces are calculated below
meanFL=mean(FL); meanFR=mean(FR);
meanHL=mean(HL); meanHR=mean(HR);
meanML=mean(ML); meanMR=mean(MR);

%Required variance values of forces are calculated below
varFL=var(FL);varFR=var(FR);
varHL=var(HL);varHR=var(HR);
varML=var(ML);varMR=var(MR);

[rL,mL,bL]=regression(FL,HL,'one');
[rR,mR,bR]=regression(FR,HR,'one');

%plot of data
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
subplot(2,2,1);
plot(t,FL,'b');hold;
plot(t,HL,'r');
plot(t,ML,'g');
plot(t,(FL+HL)/2,'cyan');
title('Left foot');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Force (Newtons)');
grid on;
legend('Forefoot','Hindfoot','Midfoot','Mean of F-H','Location', 'Best');
axis([0 180 0 350]);
subplot(2,2,3);
scatter(FL,HL,25,'b',
lsline;
title(['Reg=',num2str(rL,2), ' Y=',num2str(mL,2),'x +', num2str(bL,2)]);
xlabel('F (Newtons)');
ylabel('H (Newtons)');
subplot(2,2,2);
plot(t,FR,'b');hold;
plot(t,HR,'r');
plot(t,MR,'g');
plot(t,(FR+HR)/2,'cyan');
title('Right foot');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Force (Newtons)');
grid on;
legend('Forefoot','Hindfoot','Midfoot','Mean of F-H','Location', 'Best');
axis([0 180 0 350]);

subplot(2,2,4);
scatter(FR,HR,25,'b','.');
lsline;
title(['Reg=',num2str(rR,2), '  Y=',num2str(mR,2),'x +', num2str(bR,2)]);
xlabel('F (Newtons)');
ylabel('H (Newtons)');

figname=horzcat('Figures of ','filename(1:filelength-8));
suptitle(figname);

saveas(gcf,k,'fig');
close all;

% Cross Correlation values are calculated here

[C1L,LAGS]=xcorr(detrend(FL),detrend(HL),'coeff');
[C2L,LAGS]=xcorr(detrend(FL),detrend(ML),'coeff');
[C3L,LAGS]=xcorr(detrend(HL),detrend(ML),'coeff');

sz=size(LAGS);
szf=(sz(1,2)-1)/2;

r1L=C1L(szf);
r2L=C2L(szf);
r3L=C3L(szf);

[C1R,LAGS]=xcorr(detrend(FR),detrend(HR),'coeff');
[C2R,LAGS]=xcorr(detrend(FR),detrend(MR),'coeff');
[C3R,LAGS]=xcorr(detrend(HR),detrend(MR),'coeff');

r1R=C1R(szf);
r2R=C2R(szf);
r3R=C3R(szf);
Cellarr(1,1:14)={rightf,'R',meanFR,meanHR,meanMR,varFR,varHR,varMR,rR,mR,
bR,r1R,r2R,r3R};
Cellarr(2,1:14)={leftf,'L',meanFL,meanHL,meanML,varFL,varHL,varML,rL,mL,bL,
r1L,r2L,r3L};
dlmcell('results.txt',Cellarr,',','-a');
% all of the values are written into a CSV text file to be processed later.
disp('OK');
end
% End of the program.
%********************************************************************

B-2 Frequency Domain, FFT and Autocorrelation - Power Calculations

clear all; close all;

pathname='Pressure_Pad_Exp/female_mat/';

cd(pathname);
files=dir('*.mat');

%read mat files into matlab

% Constructing file header for the output CSV file

file_header(1,1:32)={'Filename','Foot','Power F','P50_F','P50_F-freq','P95_F',F_95_freq,'mu0_F','mu1_F','mu2_F','Power H',P50_H,P50_H-freq','P95_H',H_95_freq,'mu0_H','mu1_H','mu2_H','Power M',P50_M,P50_M-freq','P95_M',M_95_freq,'mu0_M','mu1_M','mu2_M','CFREQ_F','CFREQ_H','CFREQ_M','FREQD_F','FREQD_H','FREQD_M'};
dlmcell('Freq-domain-results.csv',file_header,',');

for i=1:2:size(files)
    filename = (files(i).name);
    filelength=length(files(i).name);
k=filename(1:filelength-8);
k=filename(1:filelength-5);
leftfile=strcat(pathname,k,'.mat');
leftf=strcat(k,'L.mat');
rightfile=strcat(pathname,k,'R.mat');
rightf=strcat(k,'R.mat');

load(leftfile);
load(rightfile);

%************************************** LEFT FOOT FFT **************************************
freq_2=1/180:1/180:9000*1/180; % arrange according to step size
freq=freq_2(1:4500); %25 Hz frequency

FL_new=detrend(FL,1);
HL_new=detrend(HL,1);
ML_new=detrend(ML,1);

% FFT Calculations
coeff_F=fft(FL_new);
coeff_H=fft(HL_new);
coeff_M=fft(ML_new);

% Nyquist frequency reducing one half to 25 Hz
magnitude_FL=abs(coeff_F(1:4500))/4500;
magnitude_HL=abs(coeff_H(1:4500))/4500;
magnitude_ML=abs(coeff_M(1:4500))/4500;

%Calculating Full Powers
pow_F_L=(magnitude_FL.^2);
pow_H_L=(magnitude_HL.^2);
pow_M_L=(magnitude_ML.^2);
powFL=sum(pow_F_L);
powHL=sum(pow_H_L);
powML=sum(pow_M_L);

% 50 percent power calculations pow_50 function is used
[pow50_FL,FL_50_fr]=pow_50(pow_F_L,freq);
[pow50_HL,HL_50_fr]=pow_50(pow_H_L,freq);
[pow50_ML,ML_50_fr]=pow_50(pow_M_L,freq);

% 95 percent power calculations pow_95 function is used
[pow95_FL,FL_95_fr]=pow_95(pow_F_L,freq);
[pow95_HL,HL_95_fr]=pow_95(pow_H_L,freq);
[pow95_ML,ML_95_fr]=pow_95(pow_M_L,freq);
% moment zero values prieto and maurer
mu0_FL=sum(pow_F_L);
mu0_HL=sum(pow_H_L);
mu0_ML=sum(pow_M_L);

%cut calculation at 95percent frequency
[mu1_FL,mu2_FL]=mu_calc(pow_F_L,FL_95_fr);
[mu1_HL,mu2_HL]=mu_calc(pow_H_L,HL_95_fr);
[mu1_ML,mu2_ML]=mu_calc(pow_M_L,ML_95_fr);

%CFREQ calculation
CFREQ_FL=sqrt(mu2_FL/mu0_FL);
CFREQ_HL=sqrt(mu2_HL/mu0_HL);
CFREQ_ML=sqrt(mu2_ML/mu0_ML);

%FREQD calculation
FREQD_FL=sqrt(1-(mu1_FL^2/(mu0_FL*mu2_FL)));
FREQD_HL=sqrt(1-(mu1_HL^2/(mu0_HL*mu2_HL)));
FREQD_ML=sqrt(1-(mu1_ML^2/(mu0_ML*mu2_ML)));

% ********************* RIGHT FOOT FFT **********************
FR_new=detrend(FR,1);
HR_new=detrend(HR,1);
MR_new=detrend(MR,1);
coeff_FR=fft(FR_new);
coeff_HR=fft(HR_new);
coeff_MR=fft(MR_new);
magnitude_FR=abs(coeff_FR(1:4500))/4500;
magnitude_HR=abs(coeff_HR(1:4500))/4500;
magnitude_MR=abs(coeff_MR(1:4500))/4500;

% calculation of powers
pow_F_R=(magnitude_FR.^2);
pow_H_R=(magnitude_HR.^2);
pow_M_R=(magnitude_MR.^2);
powFR=sum(pow_F_R);
powHR=sum(pow_H_R);
powMR=sum(pow_M_R);
[pow50_FR,FR_50_fr]=pow_50(pow_F_R,freq);
[pow50_HR,HR_50_fr]=pow_50(pow_H_R,freq);
[pow50_MR,MR_50_fr]=pow_50(pow_M_R,freq);

[pow95_FR,FR_95_fr]=pow_95(pow_F_R,freq);
[pow95_HR,HR_95_fr]=pow_95(pow_H_R,freq);
[pow95_MR,MR_95_fr]=pow_95(pow_M_R,freq);

% calc of moment zero
mu0_F R=sum(pow_F_R);
mu0_H R=sum(pow_H_R);
mu0_M R=sum(pow_M_R);

[mu1_F R,mu2_F R]=mu_calc(pow_F_R,FR_95_fr);
mu1_H R,mu2_H R]=mu_calc(pow_H_R,HR_95_fr);
mu1_M R,mu2_M R]=mu_calc(pow_M_R,MR_95_fr);

CFREQ_FR=sqrt(mu2_F R/mu0_F R);
CFREQ_H R=sqrt(mu2_H R/mu0_H R);
CFREQ_M R=sqrt(mu2_M R/mu0_M R);

FREQD_F R=sqrt(1-(mu1_F L^2/(mu0_F L*mu2_F L)));
FREQD_H R=sqrt(1-(mu1_H L^2/(mu0_H L*mu2_H L)));
FREQD_M R=sqrt(1-(mu1_M L^2/(mu0_M L*mu2_M L)));

% ****************** COHERENCE AND OTHER RELATIONS *********************

% ****************** RIGHT/LEFT F-H RELATION ***********************

freq2=0:0.0244:25; %upto 25 Hz freq. range

% Cross Pwer Spectral Density Estimates
Cxy_L_FH=cpsd(FL_new,HL_new);
Cxy_R_FH=cpsd(FR_new,HR_new);

% Coherence
Cxy_L_FH_coher=mscohere(FL_new,HL_new);
Cxy_R_FH_coher=mscohere(FR_new,HR_new);

% Magnitude or Gain
Cxy_L_FH_mag=abs(Cxy_L_FH)/128;
Cxy_R_FH_mag=abs(Cxy_R_FH)/128;
%Phase Angles calculation
phase_Cxy_L_FH=angle(Cxy_L_FH);
phase_Cxy_R_FH=angle(Cxy_R_FH);

% find coherence above 80% and their freqs
% F_H Coherence
[LFH_coh]=find(Cxy_L_FH_coher>=0.8);
[RFH_coh]=find(Cxy_R_FH_coher>=0.8);

frq_LFH_coh=freq2(LFH_coh);
frq_RFH_coh=freq2(RFH_coh);

L_FH=[LFH_coh,frq_LFH_coh,Cxy_L_FH_coher(LFH_coh),Cxy_L_FH_mag(LFH_coh),phase_Cxy_L_FH(LFH_coh)*180/pi];
R_FH=[RFH_coh,frq_RFH_coh,Cxy_R_FH_coher(RFH_coh),Cxy_R_FH_mag(RFH_coh),phase_Cxy_R_FH(RFH_coh)*180/pi];

% ********************* RIGHT/LEFT F-M RELATION ***************
Cxy_L_FM=cpsd(FL_new,ML_new);
Cxy_R_FM=cpsd(FR_new,MR_new);

Cxy_L_FM_coher=mscohere(FL_new,ML_new);
Cxy_R_FM_coher=mscohere(FR_new,MR_new);

Cxy_L_FM_mag=abs(Cxy_L_FM)/1025;
Cxy_R_FM_mag=abs(Cxy_R_FM)/1025;

phase_Cxy_L_FM=angle(Cxy_L_FM);
phase_Cxy_R_FM=angle(Cxy_R_FM);

[LFM_coh]=find(Cxy_L_FM_coher>=0.85);
[RFM_coh]=find(Cxy_R_FM_coher>=0.85);

frq_LFM_coh=freq2(LFM_coh);,%transpose
frq_RFM_coh=freq2(RFM_coh);

L_FM=[LFM_coh,frq_LFM_coh,Cxy_L_FM_coher(LFM_coh),Cxy_L_FM_mag(LFM_coh),phase_Cxy_L_FM(LFM_coh)*180/pi];
R_FM=[RFM_coh,frq_RFM_coh,Cxy_L_FM_coher(RFM_coh),Cxy_R_FM_mag(RFM_coh),phase_Cxy_R_FM(RFM_coh)*180/pi];
% ******************** RIGHT/LEFT H-M RELATION ******************

Cxy_L_HM=cpssd(HL_new,ML_new);
Cxy_R_HM=cpssd(HR_new,MR_new);

Cxy_L_HM_coher=mscohere(HL_new,ML_new);
Cxy_R_HM_coher=mscohere(HR_new,MR_new);

Cxy_L_HM_mag=abs(Cxy_L_HM)/1025;
Cxy_R_HM_mag=abs(Cxy_R_HM)/1025;

phase_Cxy_L_HM=angle(Cxy_L_HM);
phase_Cxy_R_HM=angle(Cxy_R_HM);

% H-M Coherence
[LHM_coh]=find(Cxy_L_HM_coher>=0.85);
[RHM_coh]=find(Cxy_R_HM_coher>=0.85);

frq_LHM_coh=freq2(LHM_coh)';
frq_RHM_coh=freq2(RHM_coh)';

L_HM=[LHM_coh,frq_LHM_coh,Cxy_L_HM_coher(LHM_coh),Cxy_L_HM_mag(LHM_coh),phase_Cxy_L_HM(LHM_coh)*180/pi];
R_HM=[RHM_coh,frq_RHM_coh,Cxy_L_HM_coher(RHM_coh),Cxy_R_HM_mag(RHM_coh),phase_Cxy_R_HM(RHM_coh)*180/pi];

%********** Write to text file **********

Cellarr(1,1:32)={leftf,'L',powFL, pow50_FL, FL_50_fr,pow95_FL,FL_95_fr,
mu0_FL, mu1_FL, mu2_FL, powHL, pow50_HL,HL_50_fr,pow95_HL,HL_95_fr,
mu0_HL, mu1_HL, mu2_HL, powML,pow50_ML, ML_50_fr,
pow95_ML,ML_95_fr,mu0_ML, mu1_ML, mu2_ML,CFREQ_FL,CFREQ_HL,CFREQ_ML,FREQD_FL,FREQD_HL,FREQD_ML};

Cellarr(2,1:32)={rightf,'R',powFR,pow50_FR, FR_50_fr,
pow95_FR,FR_95_fr,mu0_FR, mu1_FR, mu2_FR, powHR,pow50_HR, HR_50_fr,pow95_HR,HR_95_fr,mu0_HR, mu1_HR, mu2_HR, powMR,pow50_MR,
MR_50_fr,pow95_MR,MR_95_fr,mu0_MR, mu1_MR, mu2_MR,
CFREQ_FR,CFREQ_HR,CFREQ_MR,FREQD_FR,FREQD_HR,FREQD_MR};

dlmcell('Freq-domain-results.csv',Cellarr,'','a');

% ********** Write Coherence values to file *****
% * **** pow_50 function ***

function [sum5,frekans]=pow_50(cins,frk)
sum50=0;
k=1;
    while ~(sum50 >= (sum(cins)/2));
        sum50=sum50+cins(k);
        k=k+1;
    end;
    frekans=frk(k);
sum5=sum50;

% * *** pow_95 function ***

function [frekans,mu0,sum9]=pow_95(cins,frk)
sum95=0;
K=1;
    while ~(sum95 > (0.95*sum(cins)));
        sum95=sum95+cins(K,1);
        K=K+1;
    end;
    frekans=frk(K);
mu0=sum(cins);
sum9=sum95;

% * ** mu_calc function ***

function [mu1,mu2]=mu_calc(sinyal,f95)
delta_f=1/180;

for i=1:1:round(f95/delta_f)
    mu_1d(i)=(i*delta_f)*sinyal(i);
    mu_2d(i)=(i*delta_f)^2*sinyal(i);
end
mu1=sum(mu_1d);
mu2=sum(mu_2d);

B-3 Frequency Domain Special Metrics Above Threshold “0.80”

clear all; close all;
pathname='//Pressure_Pad_Exp/male_mat/';

cd(pathname);
files=dir('*mat');
%read mat files into matlab
%
file_header(1,:)={'Filename','Foot', 'Region', 'coher_low_mean', 'coher_low_var', 'coher_mid_mean', 'coher_mid_var', 'coher_high_mean', 'coher_high_var', 'phase_mean'};
dlmcel('Freq-domain-coherence_freq_band_mean_results.csv', file_header, ',');

for i=1:2:size(files)
    filename = (files(i).name);
    filelength=length(files(i).name);
    k=filename(1:filelength-8);
    k=filename(1:filelength-5);
    leftfile=strcat(pathname, k, 'L.mat');
    leftf=strcat(k, 'L.mat');
    rightfile=strcat(pathname, k, 'R.mat');
    rightf=strcat(k, 'R.mat');

    load(leftfile);
    load(rightfile);

%**************************************************************************** LEFT FOOT FFT *****************************************************************************
freq_2=1/180:1/180:9000*1/180;

freq=freq_2(1:4501); %25 Hz freq.

FL_det=detrend(FL);
HL_det=detrend(HL);
ML_det=detrend(ML);

FR_det=detrend(FR);
HR_det=detrend(HR);
MR_det=detrend(MR);

% ************** COHERENCE AND OTHER RELATIONS ***************

%*************** RIGHT/LEFT F-H RELATION ***********************
Cxy_R_FH_coher=mscohere(FR_det,HR_det,[],0,9000,50);

%Gain
Cxy_L_FH_mag=abs(Cxy_L_FH)/8; % divide 8 for accurate result
Cxy_R_FH_mag=abs(Cxy_R_FH)/8;

%Phase
phase_Cxy_L_FH=angle(Cxy_L_FH);
phase_Cxy_R_FH=angle(Cxy_R_FH);

% find coherence above 80% and their freqs
% ------------------------- F_H Coherence over 80% -------------------
LFH_coh=find(Cxy_L_FH_coher>=0.80); %array index numbers of coherence
RFH_coh=find(Cxy_R_FH_coher>=0.80);

frq_LFH_coh=freq(LFH_coh); frq_LFH_coh=check_empty(frq_LFH_coh);
frq_RFH_coh=freq(RFH_coh); frq_RFH_coh=check_empty(frq_RFH_coh);

Cxy_LFH_target_coher=Cxy_L_FH_coher(LFH_coh);
Cxy_LFH_target_coher=check_empty(Cxy_LFH_target_coher);
Cxy_RFH_target_coher=Cxy_R_FH_coher(RFH_coh);
Cxy_RFH_target_coher=check_empty(Cxy_RFH_target_coher);

Cxy_L_FH_target_mag=Cxy_L_FH_mag(LFH_coh);
Cxy_L_FH_target_mag=check_empty(Cxy_L_FH_target_mag);
Cxy_R_FH_target_mag=Cxy_R_FH_mag(RFH_coh);
Cxy_R_FH_target_mag=check_empty(Cxy_R_FH_target_mag);

phase_Cxy_L_FH_target=check_empty(phase_Cxy_L_FH(LFH_coh));
phase_Cxy_R_FH_target=check_empty(phase_Cxy_R_FH(RFH_coh));

Cxy_L_FH_coher_start_fq=frq_LFH_coh(1); %start freq
Cxy_L_FH_coher_start_value=Cxy_LFH_target_coher(1); %starting value
Cxy_L_FH_coher_end_fq=frq_LFH_coh(end); %end freq
Cxy_L_FH_coher_end_value=Cxy_LFH_target_coher(end); %end value

Cxy_R_FH_coher_start_fq=frq_RFH_coh(1); %start freq
Cxy_R_FH_coher_start_value=Cxy_RFH_target_coher(1); %starting value
Cxy_R_FH_coher_end_fq=frq_RFH_coh(end); %end freq
Cxy_R_FH_coher_end_value=Cxy_RFH_target_coher(end); %end value
Cxy_L_FH_coher_low = freq_range_chk(frq_LFH_coh,Cxy_LFH_target_coher,'low');

Cxy_L_FH_coher_mid = freq_range_chk(frq_LFH_coh,Cxy_LFH_target_coher,'mid');

Cxy_L_FH_coher_high = freq_range_chk(frq_LFH_coh,Cxy_LFH_target_coher,'high');

Cxy_R_FH_coher_low = freq_range_chk(frq_RFH_coh,Cxy_RFH_target_coher,'low');
Cxy_R_FH_coher_mid = freq_range_chk(frq_RFH_coh,Cxy_RFH_target_coher,'mid');

Cxy_R_FH_coher_high = freq_range_chk(frq_RFH_coh,Cxy_RFH_target_coher,'high');

%**** mean and var of above target value **************

Cxy_L_FH_coher_low_mean = mean(Cxy_L_FH_coher_low);
Cxy_L_FH_coher_low_var = std(Cxy_L_FH_coher_low);

Cxy_L_FH_coher_mid_mean = mean(Cxy_L_FH_coher_mid);
Cxy_L_FH_coher_mid_var = std(Cxy_L_FH_coher_mid);

Cxy_L_FH_coher_high_mean = mean(Cxy_L_FH_coher_high);
Cxy_L_FH_coher_high_var = std(Cxy_L_FH_coher_high);

Cxy_R_FH_coher_low_mean = mean(Cxy_R_FH_coher_low);
Cxy_R_FH_coher_low_var = std(Cxy_R_FH_coher_low);

Cxy_R_FH_coher_mid_mean = mean(Cxy_R_FH_coher_mid);
Cxy_R_FH_coher_mid_var = std(Cxy_R_FH_coher_mid);

Cxy_R_FH_coher_high_mean = mean(Cxy_R_FH_coher_high);
Cxy_R_FH_coher_high_var = std(Cxy_R_FH_coher_high);

% ----- max-min of coherence ---------------

[Cxy_L_FH_coher_max,idx] = max(Cxy_LFH_target_coher);

Cxy_L_FH_coher_max_frq = frq_LFH_coh(idx);

phase_Cxy_L_FH_coher_max = abs(phase_Cxy_L_FH(idx))*180/pi;

[Cxy_L_FH_coher_min,idx] = min(Cxy_LFH_target_coher);

%-----
Cxy_L_FH_coher_min_frq=frq_LFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_L_FH_coher_min=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FH(idx))*180/pi;
[Cxy_R_FH_coher_max,idx]=max(Cxy_RFH_target_coher);
Cxy_R_FH_coher_max_frq=frq_RFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_R_FH_coher_max=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FH(idx))*180/pi;
[Cxy_R_FH_coher_min,idx]=min(Cxy_RFH_target_coher);
Cxy_R_FH_coher_min_frq=frq_RFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_R_FH_coher_min=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FH(idx))*180/pi;

%------------ magnitude or gain ----
[Cxy_L_FH_mag_max,idx]=max(Cxy_L_FH_target_mag);
Cxy_L_FH_mag_max_frq=frq_LFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_L_FH_mag_max=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FH(idx))*180/pi;
[Cxy_L_FH_mag_min,idx]=min(Cxy_L_FH_target_mag);
Cxy_L_FH_mag_min_frq=frq_LFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_L_FH_mag_min=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FH(idx))*180/pi;
[Cxy_R_FH_mag_max,idx]=max(Cxy_R_FH_target_mag);
Cxy_R_FH_mag_max_frq=frq_RFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_R_FH_mag_max=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FH(idx))*180/pi;
[Cxy_R_FH_mag_min,idx]=min(Cxy_R_FH_target_mag);
Cxy_R_FH_mag_min_frq=frq_RFH_coh(idx);
phase_Cxy_R_FH_mag_min=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FH(idx))*180/pi;

phase_Cxy_L_FH_mean=mean(abs(phase_Cxy_L_FH(LFH_coh)))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_R_FH_mean=mean(abs(phase_Cxy_R_FH(RFH_coh)))*180/pi;

% ------ ** -------
% L_FH=[LFH_coh,frq_LFH_coh,Cxy_L_FH_coher(LFH_coh),Cxy_L_FH_mag(LFH_coh),phase_Cxy_L_FH(LFH_coh)*180/pi];
% R_FH=[RFH_coh,frq_RFH_coh,Cxy_R_FH_coher(RFH_coh),Cxy_R_FH_mag(RFH_coh),phase_Cxy_R_FH(RFH_coh)*180/pi];

% *********************** RIGHT/LEFT F-M RELATION **********************

Cxy_L_FM=cpsd(FL_det,ML_det,[],0,9000,50);
Cxy_R_FM=cpsd(FR_det,MR_det,[],0,9000,50);

% Coherence
Cxy_L_FM_coher=mscohere(FL_det,ML_det,[],0,9000,50);
Cxy_R_FM_coher=mscohere(FR_det,MR_det,[],0,9000,50);

% Gain
Cxy_L_FM_mag=abs(Cxy_L_FM)/8;
Cxy_R_FM_mag=abs(Cxy_R_FM)/8;

% Phase
phase_Cxy_L_FM=angle(Cxy_L_FM);
phase_Cxy_R_FM=angle(Cxy_R_FM);

% *********************** target values of above 0.80 ***********************

LFM_coh=find(Cxy_L_FM_coher>=0.80);
RFM_coh=find(Cxy_R_FM_coher>=0.80);

frq_LFM_coh=freq(LFM_coh)'; frq_LFM_coh=check_empty(frq_LFM_coh);
frq_RFM_coh=freq(RFM_coh)'; frq_RFM_coh=check_empty(frq_RFM_coh);

% transpose exist
frq_LFM_coh=freq(LFM_coh)'; frq_RFM_coh=check_empty(frq_RFM_coh);
Cxy_LFM_target_coher=check_empty(Cxy_L_FM_coher(LFM_coh));
Cxy_RFM_target_coher=check_empty(Cxy_R_FM_coher(RFM_coh));

Cxy_L_FM_target_mag=check_empty(Cxy_L_FM_mag(LFM_coh));
Cxy_R_FM_target_mag=check_empty(Cxy_R_FM_mag(RFM_coh));

phase_Cxy_L_FM_target=check_empty(phase_Cxy_L_FM(LFM_coh));
phase_Cxy_R_FM_target=check_empty(phase_Cxy_R_FM(RFM_coh));

Cxy_L_FM_coher_start_frq=frq_LFM_coh(1); % start freq
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_start\_value=Cxy\_LFM\_target\_coher(1); \%starting value}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_end\_frq=frq\_LFM\_coh(end); \%end freq}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_end\_value=Cxy\_LFM\_target\_coher(end); \%end value}

\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_start\_frq=frq\_RFM\_coh(1); \%start freq}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_start\_value=Cxy\_RFM\_target\_coher(1); \%starting value}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_end\_frq=frq\_RFM\_coh(end); \%end freq}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_end\_value=Cxy\_RFM\_target\_coher(end); \%end value}

\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_low=freq\_range\_chk(frq\_LFM\_coh,Cxy\_LFM\_target\_coher,'low');}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_mid=freq\_range\_chk(frq\_LFM\_coh,Cxy\_LFM\_target\_coher,'mid');}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_high=freq\_range\_chk(frq\_LFM\_coh,Cxy\_LFM\_target\_coher,'high');}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_low=freq\_range\_chk(frq\_RFM\_coh,Cxy\_RFM\_target\_coher,'low');}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_mid=freq\_range\_chk(frq\_RFM\_coh,Cxy\_RFM\_target\_coher,'mid');}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_high=freq\_range\_chk(frq\_RFM\_coh,Cxy\_RFM\_target\_coher,'high');}

\%**** mean and var of above target value ************

\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_low\_mean=mean(Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_low);}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_low\_var=std(Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_low);}
\texttt{\% Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_mid\_mean=mean(Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_mid);}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_mid\_var=std(Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_mid);}
\texttt{\% Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_high\_mean=mean(Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_high);}
\texttt{Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_high\_var=std(Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_high);}

\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_low\_mean=mean(Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_low);}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_low\_var=std(Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_low);}
\texttt{\% Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_mid\_mean=mean(Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_mid);}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_mid\_var=std(Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_mid);}
\texttt{\% Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_high\_mean=mean(Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_high);}
\texttt{Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_high\_var=std(Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_high);}
\%}

\% ----- max-min of coherence 162
[Cxy_L_FM_coher_min,IDX]=min(Cxy_L_FM_target_coher);
Cxy_L_FM_coher_min_frq=frq_LFM_coh(IDX);

[Cxy_R_FM_coher_max,IDX]=max(Cxy_RFM_target_coher);
Cxy_R_FM_coher_max_frq=frq_RFM_coh(IDX);
[Cxy_R_FM_coher_min,IDX]=min(Cxy_RFM_target_coher);
Cxy_R_FM_coher_min_frq=frq_RFM_coh(IDX);

%---------------- magnitude or gain ----
[Cxy_L_FM_mag_max,IDX]=max(Cxy_L_FM_target_mag);
Cxy_L_FM_mag_max_frq=frq_LFM_coh(IDX);
[Cxy_L_FM_mag_min,IDX]=min(Cxy_L_FM_target_mag);
Cxy_L_FM_mag_min_frq=frq_LFM_coh(IDX);

[Cxy_R_FM_mag_max,IDX]=max(Cxy_R_FM_target_mag);
Cxy_R_FM_mag_max_frq=frq_RFM_coh(IDX);
[Cxy_R_FM_mag_min,IDX]=min(Cxy_R_FM_target_mag);
Cxy_R_FM_mag_min_frq=frq_RFM_coh(IDX);

phase_Cxy_L_FM_mean=mean(abs(phase_Cxy_L_FM(LFM_coh)))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_R_FM_mean=mean(abs(phase_Cxy_R_FM(RFM_coh)))*180/pi;

% L_FM=[LFM_coh,frq_LFM_coh,Cxy_L_FM_coher(LFM_coh),Cxy_L_FM_mag(LFM_coh),phase_Cxy_L_FM(LFM_coh)*180/pi];
% R_FM=[RFM_coh,frq_RFM_coh,Cxy_R_FM_coher(RFM_coh),Cxy_R_FM_mag(RFM_coh),phase_Cxy_R_FM(RFM_coh)*180/pi];

phase_Cxy_L_FM_coher_max=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FM(IDX))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_L_FM_coher_min=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FM(IDX))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_R_FM_coher_max=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FM(IDX))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_R_FM_coher_min=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FM(IDX))*180/pi;

phase_Cxy_L_FM_mag_max=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FM(IDX))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_L_FM_mag_min=abs(phase_Cxy_L_FM(IDX))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_R_FM_mag_max=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FM(IDX))*180/pi;
phase_Cxy_R_FM_mag_min=abs(phase_Cxy_R_FM(IDX))*180/pi;

% ****************** RIGHT/LEFT H-M RELATION ******************

Cxy_L_HM=cpasd(HL_det,ML_det,[],0,9000,50);
Cxy_R_HM=cpasd(HR_det,MR_det,[],0,9000,50);

%Coherence
Cxy_L_HM_coher=mscohere(HL_det,ML_det,[],0,9000,50);
Cxy_R_HM_coher=mscohere(HR_det,MR_det,[],0,9000,50);

% Gain
Cxy_L_HM_mag=abs(Cxy_L_HM)/8;
Cxy_R_HM_mag=abs(Cxy_R_HM)/8;

% Phase
phase_Cxy_L_HM=angle(Cxy_L_HM);
phase_Cxy_R_HM=angle(Cxy_R_HM);

% H-M Coherence
LHM_coh=find(Cxy_L_HM_coher>=0.80);
RHM_coh=find(Cxy_R_HM_coher>=0.80);

frq_LHM_coh=freq(LHM_coh);
frq_LHM_coh=check_empty(frq_LHM_coh);
frq_RHM_coh=freq(RHM_coh);
frq_RHM_coh=check_empty(frq_RHM_coh);

Cxy_LHM_target_coher=Cxy_L_HM_coher(LHM_coh);
Cxy_LHM_target_coher=check_empty(Cxy_LHM_target_coher);
Cxy_RHM_target_coher=Cxy_R_HM_coher(RHM_coh);
Cxy_RHM_target_coher=check_empty(Cxy_RHM_target_coher);

Cxy_L_HM_target_mag=Cxy_L_HM_mag(LHM_coh);
Cxy_L_HM_target_mag=check_empty(Cxy_L_HM_target_mag);
Cxy_R_HM_target_mag=Cxy_R_HM_mag(RHM_coh);
Cxy_R_HM_target_mag=check_empty(Cxy_R_HM_target_mag);

Cxy_L_HM_target_mag=check_empty(phase_Cxy_L_HM(LHM_coh));
Cxy_R_HM_target_mag=check_empty(phase_Cxy_R_HM(RHM_coh));

Cxy_L_HM_coher_start_frq=frq_LHM_coh(1); % start freq
Cxy_L_HM_coher_start_value=Cxy_LHM_target_coher(1); % starting value
Cxy_L_HM_coher_end_frq=frq_LHM_coh(end); % end freq
Cxy_L_HM_coher_end_value=Cxy_LHM_target_coher(end); % end value

Cxy_R_HM_coher_start_frq=frq_RHM_coh(1); % start freq
Cxy_R_HM_coher_start_value=Cxy_RHM_target_coher(1); % starting value
Cxy_R_HM_coher_end_frq=frq_RHM_coh(end); % end freq
Cxy_R_HM_coher_end_value=Cxy_RHM_target_coher(end); % end value

Cxy_L_HM_coher_low=freq_range_chk(frq_LHM_coh,Cxy_LHM_target_coher,'low');

Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid=
freq_range_chk(frq_LHM_coh,Cxy_LHM_target_coher,'mid');
Cxy_L_HM_coher_high = freq_range_chk(frq_LHM_coh,Cxy_LHM_target_coher,'high');
Cxy_R_HM_coher_low = freq_range_chk(frq_RHM_coh,Cxy_RHM_target_coher,'low');
Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid = freq_range_chk(frq_RHM_coh,Cxy_RHM_target_coher,'mid');
Cxy_R_HM_coher_high = freq_range_chk(frq_RHM_coh,Cxy_RHM_target_coher,'high');

%**** mean and var of above target value ************
Cxy_L_HM_coher_low_mean = mean(Cxy_L_HM_coher_low);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_low_var = std(Cxy_L_HM_coher_low);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid_mean = mean(Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid_var = std(Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_high_mean = mean(Cxy_L_HM_coher_high);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_high_var = std(Cxy_L_HM_coher_high);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_low_mean = mean(Cxy_R_HM_coher_low);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_low_var = std(Cxy_R_HM_coher_low);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid_mean = mean(Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid_var = std(Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_high_mean = mean(Cxy_R_HM_coher_high);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_high_var = std(Cxy_R_HM_coher_high);

% ---- max-min of coherence ----------
[Cxy_L_HM_coher_max,idx] = max(Cxy_LHM_target_coher);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_max_freq = frq_LHM_coh(idx);
[Cxy_L_HM_coher_min,idx] = min(Cxy_LHM_target_coher);
Cxy_L_HM_coher_min_freq = frq_LHM_coh(idx);

[Cxy_R_HM_coher_max,idx] = max(Cxy_RHM_target_coher);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_max_freq = frq_RHM_coh(idx);
[Cxy_R_HM_coher_min,idx] = min(Cxy_RHM_target_coher);
Cxy_R_HM_coher_min_freq = frq_RHM_coh(idx);

%---------- magnitude or gain ----
\[
[Cxy_{L\,HM\_mag\text{\_max}},idx]=\text{max}(Cxy_{L\,HM\_target\_mag});
\]
\[
Cxy_{L\,HM\_mag\text{\_max}\_frq}=\text{frq}_{LHM\_coh}(idx);
\]
\[
[Cxy_{L\,HM\_mag\text{\_min}},idx]=\text{min}(Cxy_{L\,HM\_target\_mag});
\]
\[
Cxy_{L\,HM\_mag\text{\_min}\_frq}=\text{frq}_{LHM\_coh}(idx);
\]
\[
[Cxy_{R\,HM\_mag\text{\_max}},idx]=\text{max}(Cxy_{R\,HM\_target\_mag});
\]
\[
Cxy_{R\,HM\_mag\text{\_max}\_frq}=\text{frq}_{RHM\_coh}(idx);
\]
\[
[Cxy_{R\,HM\_mag\text{\_min}},idx]=\text{min}(Cxy_{R\,HM\_target\_mag});
\]
\[
Cxy_{R\,HM\_mag\text{\_min}\_frq}=\text{frq}_{RHM\_coh}(idx);
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM\_mean}=\text{mean}(\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM(\text{LHM\_coh}))})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM\_mean}=\text{mean}(\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM(\text{RHM\_coh}))})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM\_coher\_max}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM\_coher\_min}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM\_coher\_max}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM\_coher\_min}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM\_mag\_max}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM\_mag\_min}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM\_mag\_max}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]
\[
\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM\_mag\_min}=\text{abs}(\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM(idx)})*180/\pi;
\]

\[
\% \quad \text{L\_HM=[LHM\_coh,frq\_LHM\_coh,Cxy\_L\_HM\_coher(LHM\_coh),Cxy\_L\_HM\_mag(LHM\_coh),phase\_Cxy\_L\_HM(LHM\_coh)*180/\pi,Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_max,Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_min,phase\_Cxy\_L\_FH\_mean,Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_max,Cxy\_L\_FM\_coher\_min,phase\_Cxy\_L\_FM\_mean];}
\]
\[
\% \quad \text{R\_HM=[RHM\_coh,frq\_RHM\_coh,Cxy\_R\_HM\_coher(RHM\_coh),Cxy\_R\_HM\_mag(RHM\_coh),phase\_Cxy\_R\_HM(RHM\_coh)*180/\pi,Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_max,Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_min,phase\_Cxy\_R\_FH\_mean,Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_max,Cxy\_R\_FM\_coher\_min,phase\_Cxy\_R\_FM\_mean];}
\]

\[
\% \quad \text{Before writing to a text file arrays filled with calculated data}
\]
\[
\text{Cellarr(1,:)={leftf,'L','FH',Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_low\_mean,}
\text{Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_low\_var, Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_mid\_mean,}
\text{Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_mid\_var, Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_high\_mean,}
\text{Cxy\_L\_FH\_coher\_high\_var,phase\_Cxy\_L\_FH\_mean, phase\_Cxy\_L\_FH\_mean};}
\]
\[
\text{Cellarr(2,:)={rightf,'R','FH',Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_low\_var,}
\text{Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_mid\_mean, Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_mid\_var,}
\text{Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_high\_mean, Cxy\_R\_FH\_coher\_high\_var,}
\text{phase\_Cxy\_R\_FH\_mean};}
\]
\[
\% \%
\]
Cellarr(3,:)={leftf,'L','FM',Cxy_L_FM_coher_low_mean,
Cxy_L_FM_coher_low_var,Cxy_L_FM_coher_mid_mean,
Cxy_L_FM_coher_mid_var,Cxy_L_FM_coher_high_mean,
Cxy_L_FM_coher_high_var,phase_Cxy_L_FM_mean};

Cellarr(4,:)={rightf,'R','FM',Cxy_R_FM_coher_low_mean,
Cxy_R_FM_coher_low_var,Cxy_R_FM_coher_mid_mean,
Cxy_R_FM_coher_mid_var,Cxy_R_FM_coher_high_mean,
Cxy_R_FM_coher_high_var,phase_Cxy_R_FM_mean};

Cellarr(5,:)={leftf,'L','HM',Cxy_L_HM_coher_low_mean,
Cxy_L_HM_coher_low_var,Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid_mean,
Cxy_L_HM_coher_mid_var,Cxy_L_HM_coher_high_mean,
Cxy_L_HM_coher_high_var,phase_Cxy_L_HM_mean};

Cellarr(6,:)={rightf,'R','HM',Cxy_R_HM_coher_low_mean,
Cxy_R_HM_coher_low_var,Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid_mean,
Cxy_R_HM_coher_mid_var,Cxy_R_HM_coher_high_mean,
Cxy_R_HM_coher_high_var,phase_Cxy_R_HM_mean};

% % ** Write Coherence values to file ****
%
dlmcell('Freq-domain-coherence_freq_band_mean_results.csv',Cellarr,';','-a');

end
% end of file

*** Check_empty function block ****
function chk=check_empty(argch)
if isempty(argch)
    chk=0;
else
    chk=argch;
end

*** freq_range_chk function block *****
function [chk]=freq_range_chk(frekans,coh,level)

switch (level)
case 'low'
    target_fr=check_empty(frekans(frekans>=0 & frekans<=3));
    target_coh=check_empty(coh(frekans>=0 & frekans<=3));
case 'mid'
    target_fr=check_empty(frekans(frekans>3 & frekans<=10));
    target_coh=check_empty(coh(frekans>3 & frekans<=10));
case 'high'

end
target_fr=check_empty(frekans(frekans>10 & frekans<=25));
target_coh=check_empty(coh(frekans>10 & frekans<=25));

if (target_fr & target_coh)==1;
    chk=horzcat(target_fr,target_coh);
elseif xor(target_fr,target_coh)==0;
    if target_fr==0
        target_fr=zeros(size(target_coh));
    else
        target_coh=zeros(size(target_fr));
    end
    chk=horzcat(target_fr,target_coh);
end

%*****end of function*****

B-4 Calculation of ANOVA Values

varnames = {'Gender','Subject','Region','Foot','Eyes'};
[p,table,stats] = anovan(Maxgain_frq,{Gender Subject Region Foot Eyes},'model','full',varnames);

ana='Maxgain_frq';

[c1,m1] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim1'),'fig');
[c2,m2] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [2]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim2'),'fig');
[c3,m3] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [3]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim3'),'fig');
[c4,m4] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [4]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim4'),'fig');
[c5,m5] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [5]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim5'),'fig');
[c12,m12] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 2]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim12'),'fig');
[c13,m13] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 3]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim13'),'fig');
[c14,m14] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 4]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim14'),'fig');
[c15,m15] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 5]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim15'),'fig');
[c23,m23] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [2 3]);
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% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim23'),'fig');
[c24,m24] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [2 4]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim24'),'fig');
[c25,m25] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [2 5]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim25'),'fig');
[c34,m34] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [3 4]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim34'),'fig');
[c35,m35] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [3 5]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim35'),'fig');
[c134,m134] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 3 4]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim134'),'fig');
[c135,m135] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 3 5]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim135'),'fig');
[c123,m123] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 2 3]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim123'),'fig');
[c124,m124] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 2 4]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim124'),'fig');
[c125,m125] = multcompare(stats,'dim', [1 2 5]);
% saveas(gcf,strcat(ana,'_dim125'),'fig');
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